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Welcome! 

 
Dear Colleagues, 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the Tenth (10th) Midwinter Meeting (MWM) of the Society for 

Theoretical and Philosophical in Nashville, Tennessee! 

On behalf of the Society, permit me to extend very special thanks to our Program Planning Committee Chairs 

Erin Thrift, Gary Brill, Cacky Mellor, and Chris Schuck, and committee members Michael Arfken and Bruce 

Jennings who have been especially indispensable as our eyes and ears on the ground. Our commendations to the 

whole committee for the tireless efforts made to assure that our MWM 2019 attendees enjoy a wonderful 

experience in the next few days.  

We are pleased to host the meeting this year in the city of Nashville, affording us the opportunity to initiate new 

dialogues with scholars hailing from Vanderbilt University and expand our scholarly network. We are 

especially indebted to Bruce for all his work on these local arrangements. Bruce has also been instrumental in 

facilitating Friday evening’s forum with local and visiting scholars, followed by a dinner for MWM attendees, 

at the Vanderbilt University campus adjacent to our hotel.  

The Society is providing generous support this year to Graduate Students and Early Career Professionals 

through travel grants and dinner subsidies. We are grateful to Gary Brill, Awards Chair and Grants Coordinator, 

for facilitating this year’s travel grant decision process.  

Finally, it is extremely gratifying that so many of you have taken up this year’s presidential focus on social 

justice in your papers and symposia. We offer a warm welcome to this year’s keynote speakers Mary Watkins, 

recipient of the Society’s Award for Distinguished Theoretical and Philosophical Contributions to Psychology, 

and Bruce Jennings, recipient of the Society’s Inaugural Presidential Citation. The keynote session will foster 

the engagement of theoretical and philosophical psychology with transdisciplinary perspectives in the treatment 

of social justice. We will continue to integrate the presidential theme of social justice across Division 24 

programming at the American Psychological Association convention in Chicago in August.  

We look forward to rich dialogues with a diverse community of scholars as we work together on the projects of 

theoretical and philosophical psychology this MWM 2019!  

Cordially,  

Mary Beth Morrissey 

President 
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THURSDAY, February 28 
 
 
7:00 – 9:00 PM: Executive Committee Meeting 
Location TBD 

 
 

FRIDAY, March 1 

 
7:30 AM: Registration opens 
 
8:15 AM OPENING GREETINGS, Centennial Ballroom 

Mary Beth Morrissey, President and Midwinter Program Committee 
 
 

BLOCK 1: 8:30 AM – 10:15 AM       CONCURRENT SESSIONS 
 
Centennial Ballroom:  

Symposium #1: Is Social Justice Justified? (Chairs: Brent Slife and Stephen Yanchar) 
 
Brent Slife & Stephen Yanchar Is Social Justice Justified? 
 
Frank Richardson, Robert Bishop  Justice and Moral Realism 
& Kathleen Slaney   
 
Mark Freeman  The Necessity, and Reality, of the Good: Plato, Trump, and the 

Grounds of Justice  
 
Mary Beth Morrissey  Gifts of Grapes and Grace: Counter-Narratives of Humility, Solidarity 

and Transcendence in the Face of Violence and Hatred 
 
The Parthenon:   

Paper Session #1: Language, Message, Metaphor and Discourse  
 
Cacky Mellor & Shara Brun Language, Body, Feminism 
 
Raha Sheivari & Angela Febbraro Prototype Validation of Gender-Based Counter- 
 Radicalization Messages with a University Student Sample  
 
Stephanie Swales Neoliberalism, Shame & Stigma: How the Food Insecure are Affected  
 
L. Johnson Davis Complex Adaptive Human Systems: A New Approach to Human 

Development 
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BLOCK 2: 10:30 AM to 12:00 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS   

 
 
Centennial Ballroom: 

Symposium #2: A Critical Psychology of Work: Historical, Conceptual and Philosophical 
Interventions (Chair: Michael Arfken) 
 
Thomas Teo  The Homunculus of (Philosophical) Psychology: The Dominance of 

Interaction and the Abandonment of Working Subjectivities 
 
Erin Thrift The “Non-Work”ing Lives of Women 

 
Robyn Long The Social Resistance of (and to) Young Children’s Work.  
 
Michael Arfken  Reworking Psychological Theory 
 
   
The Parthenon: 

Paper Session #2: New Approaches to Old Concepts  
 
Patrick Byers An Alternative Approach to Demarcating Cultural and Non-Cultural 

Aspects of Human Activity  
 
Micah Ingle           Nomadic Masculinity and Male Suicide – What Can a Male Body Do? 
 
 
Garri Hovhannisyan Post-Modernism: Philosophy or Psychological Attitude? 
 
Martin Morf Agency of the Determined and Undetermined Kind 
 
 

BLOCK 3: 12:00 PM to 1:15 PM  Lunch 
 
 

BLOCK 4: 1:15 PM to 2:30 PM   CONCURRENT SESSIONS     
 
Centennial Ballroom: 

Paper Session #3: Methods and Methodologies 
 
Sam Downs                  User-Centered Design and Methodological Pluralism in Research 

Practices    
 
Rajni Sharma The Development and Validation of the Costs of United States 

Corporate Capitalism Scale 
 
Corri Johanson Phenomenological Qualitative Research Methods– Rigorously telling 

their story  
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The Parthenon: 

Symposium #3: Dimensions of Social Justice: History, Ideology, and Embodiment (Chair: 
Jeff Sugarman) 
 
Michael Arfken  Towards an Anticapitalist Psychology 
 
Cacky Mellor Psyche, Soma & the Body Politic 
 
Erin Thrift & Jeff Sugarman Martha Nussbaum’s Capabilities Approach: A framework for 

psychologists interested in pursuing social justice in their work   
 
 
The Vanderbilt Room: 

Discussion Session: The Limits of Philosophy, with Reference to Issues About Social 
Justice (Chair: Michael Westerman) 

 
 

BLOCK 5: 2:45 PM to 4:15 PM   CONCURRENT SESSIONS   
 
Centennial Ballroom: 

Symposium #4: Being Just: Subjectivity in the Era of Social Justice 
(Chair: Bethany Morris) 
 
Sakenya McDonald Systemic Apathy and Differing Realities: Cultural Powerlessness in 

Education 
 
Bethany Morris Killing the Other: Obsessionality in Cognitive Science and Diversity 

Initiatives 
 
Chase O’Gwin “I’m just not Woke enough”: The Arising of New Symptoms in a 

Social Justice Age 
 
Sebastienne Grant Addressing the Empty Self: Toward Socially-Just Subjectivities 
 
 
        
The Parthenon: 

Paper Session #4: Identity, Difference and Limits of Self-Knowledge  
 
Brittany Gredler Coming Into: The Inner Speech of Coming Out  
 
Marie-Cecile Bertau On Being a Stranger. Some Considerations about Decolonizing 

Psychology 
 
Wynn Schwartz Sanctioned Transgression or What Turns Conservatives and 

Fundamentalists Reactionary? 
.  
Edward Kroger Founder of the Philosophy of One Divide and Theory of Emotional 

Warfare 
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The Vanderbilt Room: 

Roundtable: Methodological Violence and Social Justice (Chair: Richard Hohn) 
 
Participants:  
Richard Hohn, Kathleen Slaney, Thomas Teo, Brent Slife, Stephen Yanchar, Joshua Clegg, Ed Gantt, Chris Schuck 
 
 
{4:30 PM – Group will leave from Holiday Inn Lobby to walk over to Vanderbilt University Alumni Hall} 
 
 

BLOCK 6: 5:00 PM to 6:45 PM Scholar-Activist Panel at Vanderbilt 
Vanderbilt University Alumni Hall, Reading Room  
 
Facilitator: Fred Wertz 
 
Panelists:  
 
Brooke Ackerly  Political Science, Vanderbilt University 
 
Bruce Jennings Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society and Department of Health Policy, 

Vanderbilt University 
 
Douglas Perkins Department of Human and Organizational Development, Vanderbilt University 
 
Melissa Snarr Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University 
 
Paul Speer Department of Human and Organizational Development, Vanderbilt University 
 
Mary Watkins Pacifica Graduate Institute 
 
 

BLOCK 7: 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM  Dinner at Vanderbilt*  

Vanderbilt University Alumni Hall, Memorial Room 
 
* Dinner includes an associated ticket cost that will be waived for student members; details to be provided shortly. 
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SATURDAY, March 2 

 
 
7:15 AM to 8:15 AM: CODAPAR Grant Caucus: On the Shoulders of Activist Scholars 
Location: The Parthenon 
 
 

8:15 AM: Registration opens 
 

 
BLOCK 1: 8:45 AM – 10:30 AM           CONCURRENT SESSIONS 

 
Centennial Ballroom: 
Symposium #5: A Social Ecology of Dementia: Re-Theorizing the Lived Experience of 
Dementia (Chair: Mary Beth Morrissey) 
 
Mary Beth Morrissey A Critical Lens on Lived Experience of Dementia: Limitations on 

Rights of the Capable Self in the Contexts of Inviolable Personhood 
and Community 

 
Mark Freeman From Self to Soul: Re-imagining Personhood Through Dementia 
 
Bruce Jennings In Solidarity With Dementia 
 
Michael Lepore Engaging People with Dementia as Co-Researchers in Studies of 

Dementia Care and Services 
 
Discussants: Louis Sass, Suzanne Kirschner 
 
 
The Parthenon: 

Paper Session #5: Varieties of Trauma and Healing 
 
MaryCatherine McDonald  Embodiment, Combat Trauma and Adaptation 
& Gary Senecal   
 
John Roberts  Traumatic Ethics & the Unconscious 
 
William Foreman Personal Transformation in a Prison Population 
 
Lisa Scott  The Reality of Microaggressions: An Exploration  
 
Ryaja Johnson, Darreon Greer Sr., #While Black: A Dialogue on White Privilege 
Bernie O'Koon & Janeece Warfield 
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BLOCK 2: 10:45 AM to 12:00 PM   CONCURRENT SESSIONS   

 
 
Centennial Ballroom: 

Symposium #6: Rethinking Psychotherapy: Suggestions Based on Philosophical 
Perspectives that Take Practical Activity as Their Key Concept  
(Chair: Michael Westerman) 
 
Philip Rosenbaum Listening Developmentally Across Three Semiotic Registrars: Iconic, 

Indexical and Symbolic.   
 
Mark Bickhard                          Presupposition: Representing, Personality, Language, Psychotherapy 
 
 
Michael Westerman                     Reconceptualizing Psychotherapy from the Vantage Point of the 

Participatory Philosophical Perspective 
 
 
The Parthenon:  

Paper Session #6: Technology, Media and the Mediated Self 
 
David Goodman, Michael Mookie Manalili  Why We Hoard Instead of Think: Hart, Levinas, 
& Eric Severson and Fromm on Contemporary Technological Relations 
  
Joseph W. Huang The Simulacric Social Media Subject and its Journey Towards 

Meaning and Justice  
 
Jordan Hyde Can Cultural Psychological Analyses of the Arts Promote Social 

Justice?  An Autoethnographic Reflection on Kendrick Lamar’s 
"Damn." 

 
 
 
 

BLOCK 3: 12:00 PM to 1:15 PM  Lunch 
 
 
The Vanderbilt Room:  
12:00 PM to 1:00PM: Executive Committee Meeting 
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BLOCK 4: 1:15 PM to 3:00 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS   
 
Centennial Ballroom: 

Paper Session #7: Body and Spirit 
 
Zacharia Neema Body Image and Body Schema across Race and Gender: 

Phenomenological Contributions 
 
MaryCatherine McDonald & Cacky Mellor Text on Flesh: Tattoos as Bringing Forth an Embodied Spirituality 

  
 
Chris Schuck We're Totally F***ked!!' Resignation, Cynicism, Apathy and Despair 

as Figure, Love as Ground (With Continual Reference to Psilocybin) 
 
Kareen Malone & Chase O’Gwin Lived Body of Horror 
       
         
The Parthenon: 

Paper Session #8: Navigating Philosophical Concepts and Commitments 
 
Wynn Schwartz Social Progress and the Just Choice  
 
Adam Ghali Social Justice, Psychotherapy, and the Promises and Perils of 

Liberalism 
 
Kevin Smith The Psychotherapies on Well-Being: Conflicting Views Regarding 

What We Owe Our Patients 
 
 
Collin D. Barnes Attuning Psychology to Contingent Knowledge From a Post-Critical 

Perspective 
 

 
BLOCK 5: 3:15 PM to 4:45 PM  CONCURRENT SESSIONS   

 
Centennial Ballroom: 

Paper Session #9: Reconceiving Mental Illness 
 
Justin Karter Moving Global Mental Health "Outside Our Heads" 
 
Ayurdhi Dhar Madness and Subjectivity: Insanity and the Subject in Modern West 

and Rural India 
 
Louis Sass Three Dangers: Phenomenological Reflections on Objectification and 

the Psychotherapy of Psychosis 
 
Tim Beck & Emaline Friedman What Can Network Theory Tell Us About Pathology in the Internet 

Era? 
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The Parthenon: 

Paper Session #10: Critical Psychology in Higher Education and Scholarship  
 
Bilal Afsin The Recent “Conservative Neoliberal” Turn and the Future of the 

Discipline of Psychology in Turkey 
 
Derek Hook Fanon as Psychologist 
 
Emese Ilyes Do We Really Mean It? Our Commitment to Social Justice From 

Within the Institution 
 
Akanksha Adya Decolonizing Mothering  
 
 

BLOCK 6: 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM Keynote Session (Chair, Mary Beth Morrissey) 
Centennial Ballroom 
 
Bruce Jennings* Relational Practices and Social Justice: Interpretive Phenomenologies 

of Solidarity, Care, and Civic Identity 
 

*Recipient of Inaugural Presidential Citation 

 
Mary Watkins* Repositioning and Reorienting Euro-American Psychologies: Seeing 

from “the South” 
 

*Recipient of Award for Distinguished Theoretical and Philosophical Contributions to Psychology 

Conferral of Awards (Mary Beth Morrissey) 
 
 
 

BLOCK 7: 7:00 PM TO 9:00 PM Dinner Reception at Hotel 
Location TBD  
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SUNDAY, March 3 
 

 
8:15 AM: Registration opens 
 
 
BLOCK 1: 8:45 AM – 10:00 AM   CONCURRENT SESSIONS     
 
 
Centennial Ballroom: 

Symposium #7: Teaching As Activism (Chairs: Brady Wiggins and Joseph Ostenson) 
 
Stephen Yanchar Learning, Identity, and Activism in the Moral Space of Classroom 

Teaching 
 
Emese Ilyes Activism in the Classroom and the Relational Nature of Survival 

Within Inhospitable Institutions 
 
Michael Arfken Pedagogy and Political Economy 
 
Karyna Pryiomka When Is Good Teaching Enough? 
 
Jeff Sugarman The Moral Predicament of an Activist Theoretical and Philosophical 

Psychologist 
 
Thomas Teo Is Teaching Critical Psychology Subversive or Irresponsible? 
 
Michelle M. Merwin A Humanistic-Existential Approach Toward Inspiring Activism 
 
Jeff Reber Activating Students' Ethical Sensitivity in the Psychology Classroom 
 
 
 
The Parthenon: 

Symposium #8: Is All Masculinity Toxic Masculinity? Re-examining the Rigid Lines of 
Gender Identity (Chair: Gary Senecal) 
 
Mary Beth Morrissey Reimagining Gender: The Social Construction of Knowledge of 

Marginalized Identities and the Call for Activist Scholarship  
 
MaryCatherine McDonald Chasing/Chased: Toxic Masculinity and Sex in the Gray Area 
 
Gary Senecal "Be a Gentleman" - Examining a Novel Foundation for Male Identity 
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BLOCK 2: 10:15 AM to 12:00 PM   Book Panel 
 
Centennial Ballroom:  
Chair: Gary Brill 
 
Panelists:  Books: 
 
Mary Watkins Mutual Accompaniment and the Creation of the Commons 
  
Edward Kroger Theory of Emotional Warfare 

 
Mary Beth Morrissey, Melissa Lang A Public Health Strategy for Living, Aging, and Dying in Solidarity: 
& Barney Newman Designing Elder-Centered and Palliative Systems of Care, 

Environments, Services and Supports 
                                                           
Lisa Osbeck Values in Psychological Science: Re-imagining Epistemic Priorities at 

a New Frontier 
 

Louis Sass Madness and Modernism, Revised Edition 
 

Wynn Schwartz Descriptive Psychology and the Person Concept: Essential Attributes 
of Persons and Behavior 
 

Eric Severson & David Goodman Memories and Monsters: Psychology, Trauma and Narrative 
 
Kate Slaney Validating Psychological Constructs: Historical, Philosophical, and 

Practical Dimensions 
 

Thomas Teo Outline of Theoretical Psychology: Critical Investigations 
 
 

12:00 PM Closing Remarks, Centennial Ballroom 
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The Schedule at a Glance: 
 

Friday, March 1 
 
7:30 AM – Registration Opens  
 

 Centennial Ballroom The Parthenon The Vanderbilt Room 

8:15 AM Opening Greetings   
8:30 AM 

to 
10:00 AM 

 

Symposium #1: 
(Slife & Yanchar) 

Is Social Justice Justified? 

Paper Session #1: 
Language, Message, Metaphor 

and Discourse 
 

10:00AM 
to  

10:15 AM  
Break 

10:30 AM 
to  

12:00 PM  
 

 

Symposium #2: (Arfken)  
A Critical Psychology of 

Work: Historical, Conceptual 
and Philosophical 

Interventions 

Paper Session #2:  
New Approaches to Old 

Concepts 
 

12:00 PM  
to  

1:15 PM 
Lunch 

1:15PM 
 to  

2:30 PM 
 

 

Paper Session #3:  
Methods and Methodologies 

Symposium #3: (Sugarman) 
Dimensions of Social Justice: 

History, Ideology, and 
Embodiment 

Discussion Session: 
(Westerman)  

The Limits of Philosophy, 
with Reference to Issues 

About Social Justice 
2:30 PM 

to  
2:45 PM  

Break 

2:45 PM 
to 

4:15 PM 
 

Symposium #4: (Morris)  
Being Just: Subjectivity in the 

Era of Social Justice 

Paper Session #4: 
Identity, Difference and 

Limits of Self-Knowledge 

Roundtable: (Hohn) 
Methodological Violence and 

Social Justice 

 
4:30 PM Group will leave from Holiday Inn Lobby to walk over to Vanderbilt University Alumni Hall 

 
 

 Vanderbilt University Alumni Hall, 
Reading Room 

Vanderbilt University Alumni Hall, 
Memorial Room 

5:00 PM 
to  

6:45 PM 

Scholar-Activist Panel (Wertz)  

7:00 PM 
to 

9:00 PM  

 Division Dinner 
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Saturday, March 2 
 
8:15 AM – Registration Opens  

 

 Centennial Ballroom The Parthenon The Vanderbilt Room 

7:15 AM  
to 

8:15 AM 
 

 

CODAPAR Grant Caucus: 
(Morrissey) 

On the Shoulders of Activist 
Scholars 

 

8:30 AM 
to 

10:30 AM 
 
 

Symposium #5: 
(Morrissey) 

A Social Ecology of 
Dementia: Re-Theorizing the 

Lived Experience of 
Dementia 

Paper Session #5: 
Varieties of Trauma and 

Healing 
 

10:30AM 
to  

10:45 AM  
Break 

10:45 AM 
to  

12:00 PM  
 

 

Symposium #6: (Westerman)  
Rethinking Psychotherapy: 

Suggestions Based on 
Philosophical Perspectives 

that Take Practical Activity as 
Their Key Concept 

Paper Session #6:  
Technology, Media and the 

Mediated Self 
 

12:00 PM  
to  

1:15 PM 
Lunch 

Executive Committee  
Lunch Meeting 

1:15PM 
 to  

3:00 PM 
 

Paper Session #7:  
Body and Spirit 

Paper Session #8:  
Navigating Philosophical 

Concepts and 
Commitments 

 

3:00 PM 
to  

3:15 PM  
Break 

3:15 PM 
to 

4:45 PM 

Paper Session #9:  
Reconceiving Mental Illness 

Paper Session #10: 
Critical Psychology in Higher 
Education and Scholarship 

 

4:45 PM  
to 

5:00 PM  
Break 

5:00 PM  
to  

6:50 PM  

Invited Keynote Speakers  
Bruce Jennings & Mary Watkins 

7:00 PM 
to  

9:00 PM 
Dinner Reception at Hotel, Location TBD 
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Sunday, March 3 
 
8:30 AM – Registration Opens  

  

 Centennial Ballroom The Parthenon The Vanderbilt Room 

8:45 AM 
to 

10:00 AM 
 

Symposium #7: 
(Wiggins & Ostenson) 
Teaching as Activism 

Symposium #8: 
Is All Masculinity Toxic 

Masculinity? Re-examining the 
Rigid Lines of Gender 

Identity 

 

10:00AM 
to  

10:15 AM  
Break 

10:15 AM 
to  

12:00 PM  
 Book Panel (Brill)   

12:00 PM 
 

 
Closing Remarks   
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ABSTRACTS 

FRIDAY, MARCH 1, 2019 

8:30 AM – 10:15 AM  

Centennial Ballroom. Symposium #1 
Is Social Justice Justified?  

 
Brent Slife and Stephen Yanchar 
Brigham Young University  
brent_slife@byu.edu 
 
The question “what is social justice?” evokes a number of issues related to the idea of achieving the good for all 
citizens. Perhaps the most fundamental issue concerns how any notion of justice can itself be justified, and more 
particularly, what gives a notion of social justice real moral force? Based on hermeneutic moral realist arguments, 
this symposium aims to clarify what makes a movement just in the first place. That is, what basic or “real” (non-
socially constructed) moral force must be at play for any notion of social justice to be more than merely one’s 
preference or even a culture’s social construction among others. The first presentation will frame the central issue; 
three follow-up presentations will offer various perspectives on basic realities of human existence without which 
there would be no serious concept of social justice to consider. These presentations help dispel several professional 
misconceptions regarding these moral realities and provide a rigorous conceptual basis for social justice as a 
movement with formidable moral potency.  
 
Title: Is Social Justice Justified? 
Brent Slife & Stephen Yanchar  
 
This presentation first addresses the symposium title question directly, with both an affirmative and a negative 
response.  We note affirmative responses because so many people seem to perceive the almost inherent or 
commonsense goodness of social justice, its ultimate root in a seemingly communal morality.  Still, when scholars 
have attempted to explain or justify this common understanding of morality, our contention is that they frequently 
fail, leaving a pivotal beacon of morality basically groundless and subject to the vagaries of whim and culture.  As we 
will attempt to show, these explanations and justifications, based as they often are on individualist, deontological, 
and social constructionist understandings of morality, fail to adequately establish either the “social” or the “justice” 
aspects of the social justice movement.  The second portion of the presentation will then turn to what is needed to 
provide this vital grounding and ultimately its moral force.  Our contention is in line with Charles Taylor’s claim 
that only a moral realism allows this ground and force, specifically a hermeneutic moral realism, which we describe 
and apply to relevant examples. 
 
Title: Justice and Moral Realism 
Frank C. Richardson, Robert Bishop & Kathleen L. Slaney 
University of Texas, Wheaton College & Simon Fraser University 
fcr@utexas.edu 
 
According to Deneen (2018), the “signal hallmark of modernity” was a rejection of rich traditional notions of "self-
rule" or assiduously cultivated moral excellences as the essence of liberty and a condition of just individuals or a just 
society. They were replaced with a “liberal” or “liberal individualist” outlook that treats ideals of the good or good 
life as merely relative or subjective, accedes to human selfishness and insistent self-interest, and relies for relatively 
just order mainly on competing interests and the legal prohibitions and sanctions of a centralized political state. 
Evidence abounds that this liberal individualist approach tends to erode both the common good and personal well-
being. We suggest that a hermeneutic moral realism may offer a way to recapture a sense of the reality and authority 
of moral values such as justice. Human agents inescapably embrace substantive moral values and notions of the 

mailto:brent_slife@byu.edu
mailto:fcr@utexas.edu
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good and experience them as palpably real and compelling (even when they deny it). Still, they are deeply shaped by 
history and culture and heavily dependent on others in the continuing work of moral interpretation and 
deliberation. The result is that although there are better and worse conclusions as to the nature of justice, in general 
or in particular situations, there are no final or certain conclusions in ethical matters. We suggest that this approach 
might buttress the best modern liberal ideals of human dignity and equal worth, while restoring an essential, 
nondogmatic place for individual moral excellence and depth of character. 
 
Title: The Necessity, and Reality, of the Good: Plato, Trump, and the Grounds of Justice  
Mark Freeman 
College of the Holy Cross 
mfreeman@holycross.edu 
 
Unless there exists some conception of the Good that transcends personal preference and social consensus, the idea 
of social justice is essentially groundless and contention over its substance inevitably becomes a function of ill-used 
power and dominance.  In order to forestall both the divisiveness and the authoritarian impulses that emerge in the 
face of such groundlessness, it is thus necessary to articulate a conception of the Good with some measure of 
transcendent value.  Seeking a justifiable way of doing so, of course, has its own challenges, not the least of which is 
the customary complaint that no such value exists and that, consequently, the Plato-inspired search for the Good is 
not only fruitless but opens itself up to even more injurious authoritarian impulses owing to its putative absolutism.  
Compelling though this argument may appear to be, it tends to entail a misreading of Plato, an unwitting nihilism, 
and, more important for present purposes, an insufficient recognition not just of the necessity but the reality of the 
Good.  By contrast, this presentation will argue that the frequently proclaimed impossibility of arriving at a 
justifiable conception of the Good is belied by experience.  Sad to say, but much of the most compelling evidence 
for it arrives in negative form and is most baldly manifested in figures such as the justly infamous Donald Trump.  
But it is also manifested in more positive form, and may thereby lead to what might be termed a phenomenological 
ethics.  In formulating such an ethics, we have in hand some helpful clues for crafting a more justifiable conception 
of social justice than is often deemed possible.  
 
Title: Gifts of Grapes and Grace: Counter-Narratives of Humility, Solidarity and Transcendence in the 
Face of Violence and Hatred 
Mary Beth Morrissey 
Fordham University 
mamorrissey@fordham.edu 
 
In the face of growing violence across the world, perhaps the question that confronts psychology most urgently 
today is the role scientists and theoreticians may play in countering deeply ingrained cultural attitudes of dominion 
and appropriation that pervade society and contribute to patterns of violence. In the pursuit of knowledge 
generation, we may query further how the profession and discipline of psychology (and allied disciplines) may 
simultaneously pursue a commitment to the priority of ethics in its governance structures, research endeavors and 
collaborative inquiries and practices. What ethical practices may psychology engage to help sustain dialogue and 
reflexive awareness about transcendent realities, truths, values, and core constituents of justice that foster resistance 
to forms of oppression and violence? For the purposes of this symposium, a deliberate turn is made to concrete and 
particularistic counter-narratives of lived experience that challenge perceived dominant social realities and may help 
to illuminate truths and realities that resist marginalization. Drawing on the work of contemplative scholars Thomas 
Merton (1966), Teilhard de Chardin (1955, 1957), and French phenomenologists Gabriel Marcel (1964) and 
Emmanuel Levinas (1969), the author speaks to the inviolability of the person and the presence of world-
constituting subjectivity and grace that transcend a cultural ethos of ownership and hegemonic appropriation. 
Descriptions of grapes in older adult narratives of suffering emerge as a symbol of a shared transcendent reality 
among older adults who are living through compromise, limitation and frailty yet disclose fully agentic capacities to 
be present to others. The face of the suffering other – whether older immigrant, nursing home resident, or person 
living through dementia – presents a moral reality that resists appropriation and calls us to humility. 
 

 

mailto:mfreeman@holycross.edu
mailto:mamorrissey@fordham.edu
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The Parthenon, Paper Session #1 
Language, Message, Metaphor and Discourse  

 
Title: Language, Body, Feminism 
Cacky Mellor & Shara Brun 
Pacifica Graduate Institute 
cackymellor@gmail.com 
 
Emasculation is defined by Merriam-Webster (2018) as a verb, an action, that means “to deprive of strength, vigor, 
or spirit, or to deprive of virility or procreative power.”  Effemination, the logical feminine counterpart to this 
action of stripping power is, however, defined as again being about a man or boy.  This term has become distorted 
and is now mostly understood as a derogatory adjective about manhood (i.e. “he is effeminate”).  As the authors 
looked for a word meaning “to strip of feminine power,” they were stunned to discover that there appears to be 
none.  The obviousness of the move is shocking in its simplicity--it is established in the lexicon that power is 
equated with being male, and to lose it is equated with being female. Without language to articulate the experience 
of loss of feminine power, it is much more difficult to identify the phenomenon and consequently take action to 
amend this social injustice.  The absence of language interrupts access to social agency.  Considering the importance 
of explicit language for describing the dynamics involved in oppression, and therefore in demanding accountability 
and change (Johnson, 2016), the appropriative use of the word “effemination” is problematic and in need of word 
therapy (Hillman, 1989).  Hillman advocates for bringing awareness to our relationship with words in order to 
become conscious of their effect on our lives and culture.  This presentation is an act of re-femination: reclaiming 
the word effemination to articulate the deprivation of feminine power.   
  
Title: Prototype Validation of Gender-Based Counter-Radicalization Messages with a University Student  
Sample 
Raha Sheivari & Angela Febbraro 
York University and Defence Research Development Canada-Toronto Research Centre 
rahaa@yorku.ca 
 
Women play an important role in maintaining and promoting radicalization and extremism; however, much is 
unknown about the role of gender in extremism (Febbraro, 2015). In this presentation, I discuss a research project 
that aims at exploring the role of women and gender in the radicalization process and maintenance of extremist 
groups. It explores how gender is used to maintain extremism and more importantly how gender can be used to 
counter it. To achieve this objective, this study conducts a qualitative analysis of the tweets of 42 female ISIS 
sympathizers. This analysis is focused on understanding women’s motives for joining extremist groups and their 
role in such groups, as well as possibilities for countering or preventing their engagement in extremism. In order to 
counter extremism, the second phase of this study aims to empirically validate a set of prototype gender-sensitive 
counter-radicalization messages and to assess their effectiveness. The goal of this study is to develop effective 
counter-narratives to prevent radicalization of young women and girls into ISIS-supporting networks. Women get 
drawn to ISIS-supporting networks due to a variety of reasons including revenge, redemption and grievances 
(Thomson, Martins & Harmes, 2018). Given the oppressive treatment of women and girls by ISIS, I argue that 
better insight into how to effectively counter extremism while taking gender into account contributes to greater 
empowerment and justice for women.  
  
Title: Neoliberalism, Shame & Stigma: How the Food Insecure are Affected 
Stephanie Swales 
University of Dallas 
stephanieswales@gmail.com 
 
As the problem of social justice is wrapped up in the context of our neoliberal society, this presentation focuses on 
the link between neoliberal discourses and food insecurity.  Neoliberalism affects public policies regarding food 
insecurity as well as donor behavior and nonprofit food bank advertising.  For example, billboards advertising 
donating to a food bank typically feature either elderly people or children rather than those adults who might beg 
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the question, “Why isn’t s/he working?”  And how are food insecure individuals themselves affected by neoliberal 
discourses which construct food insecurity as the result of personal failings?  This presentation includes reviewing 
the findings of an interview-based discourse analysis study conducted by the presenter with food bank clients, and 
attending to the ways in which food bank clients themselves perpetuated neoliberal discourses and with what 
effects.  We found that many food bank clients are negatively affected by and often experience shame resulting 
from stigma and stereotypes about food insecurity, and that this typically reduces the frequency of their visits to the 
food pantry, even in times of need.  Passing as food secure was a major strategy used for managing shame, and 
passing was related to insufficient visits to a food pantry.  Via passing or other discursive acts, many food bank 
clients perpetuated neoliberal discourses regarding food insecurity.  Nevertheless, other strategies to mitigate shame 
promoted the receiving of adequate food bank assistance.  These strategies included seeing oneself as a helper, as a 
provider, or as relatively independent.    
 
Title: Complex Adaptive Human Systems: A New Approach to Human Development 
L. Johnson Davis 
San Diego State University 
ljohnsondavis@sdsu.edu 
 
Hidden in our discussion and study of human development is a hegemonic framing and metaphoric comparison 
informed through 17th century science, particularly classical mechanics. This Newtonian chassis supports and 
influences our current approach to human development as simplistic linear processes of cause and effect, that liken 
the human mind and our intricate behaviors to machine men with machine minds. This concept of man as a 
machine has become, as Lakoff and Johnson (1980) describe, “a metaphor we live by,” insidiously providing 
context for reducing the complexity of the human system from its whole to simply its parts. Humans that do not fit 
into the optimal machine framework, often historically defined in terms of race, culture, gender, or class, are 
classified as being broken, bad, or inferior. The “man as machine” model provides a rigid foundation that does not 
adequately encompass the ecological variability of the individual or those complex processes of chaotic emergence 
constructed from the metaphoric recontextualization of personal experience and meaning-making. Humans are 
liminal complex adaptive systems that self-organize, are primed toward growth, and demonstrate ongoing emergent 
properties as they persistently become more than just the sum of their parts. A new expansive metaphor that 
describes humans in terms of complex adaptive systems is a future-oriented approach, which uses the developing 
science of chaos to embrace a human nature and experience that more closely resembles other complex systems in 
the natural world.  

 
10:30 AM to 12:00 PM 

 
Centennial Ballroom, Symposium #2 

A Critical Psychology of Work: Historical, Conceptual and Philosophical Interventions 

 
Michael Arfken 
University of Prince Edward Island 
marfken@protonmail.com 
 
It is striking to note that while theoretical and philosophical psychologists work tirelessly to explore the complexities 
of a wide range of issues, the historical, conceptual, and philosophical dimensions of work itself remain radically 
undertheorized. In this symposium, we would like to interrogate the labour process with a particular focus on the 
epistemological and ontological dimensions of work. What is the existential meaning of work? How has our 
understanding of work evolved and how does this relate to the structure of modern society? Why are certain forms 
of work marginalized and how does this intersect with the struggle for social justice? Throughout this symposium, 
we hope to illuminate not only the various ways that these issues contribute to our understanding and experience of 
work but also the extent to which orthodox psychological engagements with the labour process shape public polices 
and perceptions about work. 
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Title: Reworking Psychological Theory 
Michael Arfken 
University of Prince Edward Island 
 
In critical circles it has often been noted that our ideas about the mind emerge against the background of historically 
contingent social and material circumstances. If this is the case, we might expect to find important parallels between 
the historical transformation of the organization of labour and the structure of psychological theory and practice. In 
this presentation, I would like to explore these parallels and interrogate the extent to which psychological theory and 
practice reproduce a particular view of work and labor. To what extent do specific views of work reproduce the 
existing social relations of production? How can a comprehensive understanding of these processes open up new 
vistas for building an environmentally sustainable and socially just world? Finally, what if any role can theoretical 
and philosophical psychologists play in this process?   
 
Title: The “Non-Work”ing Lives of Women 
Erin Thrift 
Simon Fraser University 
thrift.erin@gmail.com 
 
The division between activities of production and social reproduction (or care work) in capitalist societies has long 
been recognized. Despite the primordiality of care work in society, this form of labor and individuals who have 
historically carried this load – women, and especially women who are poor, non-White, and from the Global South 
– have often been invisible in theory, practice and policy. One very basic example of this erasure is the persistent 
tendency to conflate labor with wage labor, and to exclude care activities from designations of “work,” “labor,” 
“vocation,” or “career.”  My aims in this session are threefold: first, to elucidate the propensity to conceptualize 
labor narrowly; second, to examine how the subjugation of certain forms of human activity has impacted the way 
social justice has been understood; and third, to draw attention to the conflicting demands and moral dilemmas that 
arise for women in the most recent iteration of capitalist society (i.e., global “financialized capitalism,” Fraser, 2016). 
With regards to this final point, I draw on Kroeger-Mappes’ (1994) work on ethics and extend her argument into 
the realm of labor.  
 
Title: The Homunculus of (Philosophical) Psychology: The Dominance of Interaction and the 
Abandonment of Working Subjectivities 
Thomas Teo 
York University 
tteo@yorku.ca 
 
The traditional philosophical answer to “What constitutes the human species and the mind?” was labor and 
interaction as Habermas showed in his analyses of Hegel’s Jena lectures. Reconstructing the history of this dialectic, 
we discuss whether Marx reproduced this distinction in the concepts of productive forces and productive relations, 
and whether Vygotsky, theorizing the relevance of both, gave primacy in theorizing to the labor model. Habermas 
abandoned labor and theorized communication, but he never gave up on the idea that labor is crucial in the 
formation of humanity. Third-generation critical theorists (Honneth) focused on recognition and subsumed the 
labor under the interaction model. Mainstream psychology neglects both models, and in philosophical psychology 
the primacy of interaction is reinforced and expanded to dialogue, conversation, and parts of a relational ontology, 
which do not do justice to the fact that most current humans spend significant amounts of time working, mostly in 
wage-labor. Beings based on a private-individual or interaction-only model would not be able to conduct their lives 
in concrete societies. Mainstream psychology and significant parts of philosophical psychology are based on a 
homunculus (Holzkamp) that engages with the self, with others in dialogue and conversations, an entity that may 
even be constituted by cultural history, but a subject that does not work. Labor and associated categories such as 
money, debt, income inequality, dispossession, economic privilege, class, production, etc. hardly appear in 
reflections on subjectivity. This paper addresses these topics and proposes a framework for subjectivity where labor 
is accounted for. 
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Title: The Social Resistance of (and to) Young Children’s Work  
Robyn Long 
Simon Fraser University 
robyn_long@sfu.ca 
 
In the early to mid-twentieth century, Montessori explicitly aligned her educational goals with Marx, describing 
workers’ conditions and the treatment of children as “two social questions” that “present a striking resemblance.” 
Asserting that the child is “the worker who produces humanity itself,” she likened necessary social reforms for 
improving children’s lives to Marxist revolution. Perhaps unsurprisingly, such socialist underpinnings are rarely 
discussed by Montessori educators and scholars. This may be as much due to such declarations being omitted from 
the widespread abridged versions of her work as to what also may be an unspoken agreement to avoid revealing 
provocative comparisons in our increasingly neoliberal embrace of capitalism. Owing to my teachings and research, 
I view the Montessori construct of work as fundamentally incompatible with or resistant to capitalist structures; 
however, among existing historical examinations of Montessori education’s lasting marginalization from mainstream 
Western education (e.g., Whitescarver & Cossentino, 2008), this remains a seemingly unexplored position. 
Cossentino (2006) describes the Montessori construct of work as “heavily freighted with codes, […] entail[ing] 
intellectual, social, and moral/spiritual development” (pp. 69-71). Importantly, children’s work is not equivalent to 
play, although scholars commonly emphasize practical and theoretical overlaps (e.g., Cossentino, 2006; Lillard, 2005, 
2013), arguably to curb potential negative ideations of children working. However, Montessori was clear that 
“veneration of play is a prejudice” against children’s dignity and intelligence—a veneration closely related to 
consumerism. Recognizably counterintuitive, the understanding and respect for young children’s work, particularly 
among psychologists, is crucial for effective social and educational reform. 
 

The Parthenon, Paper Session #2 
New Approaches to Old Concepts 

 
Title: An Alternative Approach to Demarcating Cultural and Non-Cultural Aspects of Human Activity 
Patrick Byers 
Queensborough Community College 
patrickdbyers@gmail.com 
 
Attempts to disentangle cultural and other aspects of human psychological processes are central to psychology at 
least as far back as its emergence as a separate discipline (e.g., Wundt’s distinction between experimental and 
Völkerpsychologie). Historically, the most common approach treats culture as a variable whose effects on more 
basic non-cultural processes can be assessed experimentally. This approach has been rightly claimed to overlook the 
fundamentally constitutive role of culture in human life, and consequently, the impossibility of adequately assessing 
cultural effects within standardized experimental frameworks--since these are themselves culture-bound. The 
current paper argues that while the depiction of culture as constitutive of human mental functioning is important, 
the reliance on a monolithic notion of “culture” is problematic. While human mental processes may be culturally 
constituted, cultural processes are themselves constituted by the physical dynamics of the material conditions 
(media) in which they occur. This is illustrated with an analysis of discursive processes, showing that the viability of 
the latter as meaningful communicative tools is dependent on reliably occurring processes of self-organization 
occurring within/across interlocutors, understood as open dynamic systems. 
 
Title: Nomadic Masculinity and Male Suicide – What Can a Male Body Do? 
Micah Ingle 
University of West Georgia 
Mingle1@my.westga.edu 
 
Reported rates of suicide in the U.S. show that men are three times more likely than women to die by their own 
hand; this figure varies worldwide, from three to as many as seven times more likely. Masculinity is a hot-button 
issue at the moment, evidenced by a recent statement from the APA weighing in on how “toxic masculinity” can 
cause negative health effects in the male population, a recent controversial Gillette ad inciting men to “be better,” et 
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cetera. Scholars and popular culture outlets have argued both against toxic masculinity, as well as for a new 
masculinity—i.e. a positive, healthy, sensitive masculinity. Rather than focusing on either a negative or positive 
conception of masculinity, in this presentation I would like to explore a nomadic conception of masculinity, grounded 
in a Spinozist-Deleuzian ontology which asks the question: what is a body capable of doing? This approach will be 
contrasted with “transcendent” or prescriptive definitions of gender, which aim to circumscribe in advance the 
capacities of male bodies. Ultimately, I will argue that a more nomadic conception of masculinity can make a 
difference for the epidemic of male suicide, as well as the negative effects that are the center of the debate around 
toxic masculinity, while remaining conscientiously resistant to producing a new “model” for the masculine.  
  
Title: Post-Modernism: Philosophy or Psychological Attitude? 
Garri Hovhannisyan 
Duquesne University 
garri.hovha@gmail.com  
 
Post-modernism is not a unified movement, but a cluster of ideas all of which share a general dissatisfaction with 
the core tenets of philosophical modernism. Of concern to this presentation is post-modernism’s relationship to 
one such tenet: objectivity. Post-modernism’s treatment of objectivity is generally one of disregard and is motivated 
by a skepticism toward such (normative) concepts as truth. Following suit with Sass (1992), this presentation 
undertakes an analysis of post-modernism not as a philosophical matter, but as a psychological attitude, endeavoring 
to assess the psychological significance of adopting a post-modern attitude toward truth and objectivity within the 
context of clinical psychotherapy. It then extends this pragmatic line of critique by situating and considering post-
modernism’s treatment of truth within the broader (existential) context of lived experience (Peterson, 2016). In the 
final analysis, it is argued that post-modernism, as a psychological attitude, is neither inherently beneficial nor 
inherently detrimental, but that its relative pragmatic value rests at least in part on the particular psychological needs 
of the individual(s) in question—a fact to which those of us who are especially psychologically or therapeutically 
inclined must remain accountable. 
 
Title: Agency of the Determined and Undetermined Kind 
Martin Morf 
University of Windsor 
morf@uwindsor.ca  
 
Agency is examined as a construct central to understandings of justice. A distinction made or implied in much of 
the literature on agency is elaborated: that between Agency I which is acceptable in the natural sciences and Agency 
II which is not. Agency I is regarded as determined and predictable in practice (and hence also in principle), Agency 
II is regarded as undetermined and unpredictable in principle (and hence also in practice). Examples of both kinds 
of agency presented earlier (Morf, 2018) are further developed. Agency I is at work in laboratories when a chemical 
agent is introduced to accelerate, make possible, stop, initiate or otherwise influence a chemical reaction, or when a 
skilled billiard player strikes a cue ball. Agency II is believed by many to be at work when an addict unexpectedly 
refuses an offer of an opioid (internal agency) or when a higher power appears to answer a prayer (external agency). 
The examples presented should encourage the trend in the jurisprudence of many jurisdictions to shift from 
diagnosing "guilt" and prescribing "punishment," to understanding the determinants of destructive behavior and 
prescribing rehabilitation and constructive, or at least non-punitive, detention.   
 
 

12:00 PM to 1:15 PM   Lunch 
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1:15 PM to 2:30 PM  
 

Centennial Ballroom, Paper Session #3 
Methods and Methodologies 

 
Title: User-Centered Design and Methodological Pluralism in Research Practices 
Sam Downs 
Pearson 
samuel.d.downs@gmail.com 
 
Division members argue that research questions and context should determine research methods whereas much 
research in academic psychology is determined by adherence to experimental and quasi-experimental methods. 
Instead, division members note the contextual, relational nature of research and call for a philosophically coherent 
marriage between quantitative and qualitative research.  Can these critiques be applied to non-academic research? At 
Pearson, I use research to develop and improve educational technology. At the heart of the work I do is user-
centered design (UCD). Through research identifying user needs and pain points, UCD places the person at the 
center of the problem space, solutions, and prototypes.  From a UCD perspective, Pearson researchers do the 
following: focus groups, participatory design, interviews, diary studies, usability testing, surveys, experiments or 
quasi-experiments, and data analytics. Researchers determine which method can best address research questions, 
and often use multiple studies with different methods to address the same research question. Pearson employees 
holistically weigh insights from multiple studies with different methods to understand the relationships among 
studies, the strengths and weaknesses of methods and data, and the claims that can be made from the research.  
Guided by UCD, Pearson employees place the user at the center of research much as relational critiques argue, 
emphasize the contextual nature of research design, allow research questions to drive the choice of methods, and 
effectively marry qualitative and quantitative research. Going forward, it may be beneficial to identify the reasons 
why there is such openness to these practices while academic psychology tends to practice methodolatry. 
                   
Title: The Development and Validation of the Costs of United States Corporate Capitalism Scale         
Rajni Sharma 
University of Maryland 
rsharma720@gmail.com 
 

Within the field of counseling psychology, which promotes social justice values, the discussion of United States 

Corporate Capitalism (USCC) is limited. The field’s focus on efforts to mitigate the impact of social 

stratification, without an accompanying focus on capitalism, may actually help to maintain social problems in 

the U.S. Moreover, research has shown that beliefs about the U.S.’s stratification system influence judgments 

about the fairness of inequality (Hadler, 2005; Ledgerwood et al., 2011, McCoy & Major, 2007; McNamee & 

Miller, 2009) and influence support for policies related to income inequality (Kluegel & Smith, 1986), health 

(Kwate & Meyer, 2010), crime (Thompson & Bobo, 2011), and workplace inequality (Light, Roscigno, & 

Kalev, 2011).  I provide evidence for the development and validation of the Costs of USCC Scale (CCC), a 24-

item, self-report measure assessing the degree to which an individual considers the cause of social problems in 

the U.S. to be structural (i.e. USCC) or individualistic (i.e. individual failure regarding work ethic, lack of 

motivation, effort, or ability).  For this presentation, I discuss the theoretical underpinnings of developing this 

measure, as well as the challenges and conflicts of doing quantitative research on capitalism while being 

embedded within a field influenced and contextualized by capitalism itself.   
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Title: Phenomenological Qualitative Research Methods– Rigorously Telling Their Story 
Corri Johanson 
cjohans1@my.westga.edu 
 
What confuses us as researchers, doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists, family members and friends about persons 
who suffer with one or more addictive problems? Why can the person who wants to “quit” not quit? Perhaps the 
answer lies not within the inquiries we set upon participants but in the responses we record. Do we reduce 
participants’ experiences to fit our own ideas and analysis? We must be careful our research does not subtly 
invalidate and ignore claims not causal/mechanically “sensical” to us. How do we offer participants in research an 
opportunity to work with us to find and tell us what they believe works best for them? I found that following 
phenomenological qualitative methods of research described by Husserl, Giorgi, and Wertz and applied in settings 
described by Fischer can be used to help us listen and create real solutions for those who suffer. Their methods of 
research are not to be tweaked by reduction but enhanced by deconstructing, bracketing and validating the subjects’ 
experiences as described. These methods may help to improve research and quality of applicable outreach. I will 
present these thoughts, represented by a qualitative examination of recorded experiences of 25 women who have 
“quit” addictive chemical abuse over three years.   
 

The Parthenon, Symposium #3 
Dimensions of Social Justice: History, Ideology, and Embodiment  

 
Jeff Sugarman 
Simon Fraser University 
sugarman@sfu.ca 

Social justice has become a buzzword in psychology. Many psychologists consider social justice to be central to their 
professional mission and APA leaders proclaim it as a fundamental aim of the discipline. However, these pledges 
often ring hollow in the absence of a clear conception of social justice, and in that commitment to a specific 
sociopolitical mission runs counter to establishing psychology as an apolitical STEM discipline. Although there is no 
consensus on the meaning of social justice, the inherently sociopolitical nature of the concept is beyond question. 
Therefore, claims to be advancing social justice through psychological work without addressing the sociopolitical 
controversies it evokes are susceptible to being uninformed, misguided, and potentially damaging. This symposium 
presents differing views of social justice, highlighting various political implications. The intention is to develop a 
more nuanced and complex conception of social justice that can inform its relevance for psychology.  

Title: Towards an Anticapitalist Psychology 
Michael Arfken 
 
For at least the last half-century, a number of social constructionists have argued that orthodox psychology 
represents a potent form of cultural imperialism and an institutional impediment to a more socially just world. 
Against the background of this critique, social justice struggles have largely been viewed as a project for 
securing space for a rich range of marginalized perspectives, approaches, and identities. More recently, scholars have 
called into question whether such a space is possible without interrogating the role that political economy plays in 
setting the parameters of these debates. If the future of social justice is necessarily interwoven with a critique of 
capitalism, what role can theoretical and philosophical psychologists play in these anticapitalist struggles? 
In an important article, the sociologist Erik Olin Wright outlines a fresh framework for bringing anticapitalist 
struggles into the 21st century. Drawing on this framework, I would like to explore some of the potential ways that 
scholars and practitioners working in the field of psychology can reorient their work in an effort to contribute to 
these anticapitalist struggles. 
 
Title: Psyche, Soma, & the Body Politic 
Cacky Mellor 
Pacifica Graduate Institute 
cackymellor@gmail.com 
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All of an individual’s unique intersectional identities come together and are expressed through the body.  It is 
through flesh that we experience the world. One’s body simultaneously shapes their experiences and is shaped by 
their experiences (Johnson, 2017).  We are a product of our culture and we have the power to change that very 
culture (Coppin, 2015).  This means the body holds our experiences of oppression and is a source of resilience and 
wisdom in navigating the unfolding personal and collective journey of healing and social justice. 
 
The body politic and personal psychesoma are reflective of one another.  In order to fully address the injustice and 
dysfunction in the body politic, we have to address how those issues are manifesting in our own being, physically 
and psychologically.  We must decolonize our own psyche and soma in order to best be able to engage in real social 
change (Johnson, 2017). Many implicit cultural biases and hierarchies are internalized.  Internalized oppression takes 
up residency in the body and body politic--colonizing Psyche, Soma, and culture alike. One can never be truly 
objective because of the unconscious cultural biases that we are born into, but one can work to become more aware 
of them (Cushman, 1995).  Awareness allows for agency and an opportunity to engage in deliberate culture-shifting 
actions.  
 
Bodily awareness within the context of social justice is also critical to fostering resilience and preventing burnout. 
 
Title: Martha Nussbaum’s Capabilities Approach: A Framework for Social Justice 
Erin Thrift & Jeff Sugarman 
Simon Fraser University 
thrifterin@gmail.com 
 
In this presentation, we advance Martha Nussbaum’s “capabilities approach” as a framework with which 
psychological contributions to social justice can be understood and evaluated. We first provide an overview of the 
capabilities approach, identifying its central concepts and theoretical foundations. Nussbaum’s perspective requires 
some explanation, given it differs significantly from other conceptions of social justice. For example, Nussbaum 
argues that social justice ought to be assessed in terms of capabilities (i.e., what a person is able to do and be), in 
comparison with accounts that gauge social justice in terms of equality of material goods and political rights, or the 
presence of just institutional structures. We discuss the advantages of applying Nussbaum’s approach to 
conceptualizing social justice and address a major criticism leveled at her project; namely, the charge that it is 
founded on an Aristotelian-Rawlsian theoretical amalgam that does not stand up under scrutiny. In the second part 
of the paper, we propose Nussbaum’s framework as a guide for psychologists’ seeking to advance social justice. 
More specifically, psychologists can understand their work as supporting the development and enactment of specific 
capabilities and conditions for their possibility that Nussbaum identifies as necessary for a just society.  
 

The Vanderbilt Room, Discussion Session 
The Limits of Philosophy, with Reference to Issues About Social Justice 

 
Michael Westerman 
New York University 
michael.westerman@nyu.edu 
 
This discussion session and the paper introducing it will consider the following question: What can philosophizing 
yield regarding questions of interest, including issues about ethics and social justice? The philosophical impulse 
suggests that philosophy can tell us a great deal about how we know things, the good life, etc. However, the later 
Wittgenstein and American pragmatism point to the limits of philosophy, maintaining that because our lives and 
reflections are always already historically situated answers cannot be divined in some final sense by philosophical 
inquiry. Does this mean, as Wittgenstein seems to suggest, that the most philosophy can do is help us see that it 
cannot do much at all? I will suggest differently. To begin with, Wittgenstein’s view carries the substantive charge 
that we should not treat cognitions, feelings, and behaviors as isolable building blocks as opposed to parts of 
practices. However, this only points to the “outer envelope” of an answer because there is only so much 
philosophizing can tell us about the nature of practices. Similarly, the philosophical conclusion that our lives are 
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deeply social only offers an outer envelope for questions of ethics and social justice. I will maintain that these points 
about the limits of philosophy apply to what I call Philosophy I. There also is Philosophy II, in which we reflect as 
embodied members of a culture and do not try to get above or behind our situation, but stay with what 
Wittgenstein called everyday language. I will present several points about what Philosophy II can accomplish.  
 

2:45 PM to 4:15 PM  
 

Centennial Ballroom, Symposium #4 
Being Just: Subjectivity in the Era of Social Justice 

 
Bethany Morris 
Lindsey Wilson College 
morrisb@lindsey.edu 
 
This symposium seeks to contribute to and stimulate discussions around psychologically relevant factors in social 
justice needs and projects. Panelists present issues of justice as being necessarily interwoven with historically and 
socially constructed subjectivities. Through this lens, the need for social justice, as well as the impetus to be socially 
just, can be understood as constituted by and constitutive of the modern subject. Panelists will discuss the ways in 
which psychology has been complicit in the marginalization of oppressed groups before turning to a discussion 
about the ways in which diversity initiatives take on the quality of an obsessive-neurotic symptom aimed at stifling 
those in the position of other. The conversation will then turn to anxieties around the performance of being socially 
just or “woke,” premised on the impossible task of accounting for all subjects. Finally, considerations are offered as 
to how psychology can contribute to the development of socially just subjects more attuned to the needs of others 
through an appreciation for interconnectivity and compassion. 
 
Title: Systemic Apathy and Differing Realities: Cultural Powerlessness in Education 
Sakenya McDonald 
Prescott College 
sakenya.mcdonald@student.prescott.edu 
 
For marginalized persons, the educational system is inherently political and constructed upon the antiquated 
systemic logic of ‘The Oppressor,’ which is antithetical to the characteristics of a socially just society. The lack of 
equity and inclusivity in education is observed through the critical analysis of how modern psychology often 
relegates marginalized individuals to feelings of cultural powerlessness through incomplete or incorrect diagnoses. 
Manifestations of cultural powerlessness are demonstrated through isolating behavior, anger, disruptive behavior, 
and depression. Reminiscent of Fromm’s critiques in the Sane Society, psychology often focuses on and seeks to 
measure how effectively individuals in marginalized groups assimilate into a counter-intuitive education system 
rather than focusing on how the educational hierarchy is apathetic and harmful to these learners.  
 
Systemic apathy in education is motivated by disinterest, perceived incompetence, and a lack of concern about 
persons that are representative of the “out-group.” Modern values such as mastery of the self and individualism 
(demonstrated through culturally-insensitive standardized tests), nationalism and competitiveness (the need to 
remain globally competitive in STEM fields), and social hierarchy and dominance, are often promoted from within 
the field of psychology and contribute to both the presence and consequences of systemic apathy in education. 
Recognizing ways that this systemic apathy contributes to student dissatisfaction and lack of performance, and to 
the misdiagnosis of marginalized children and adults, could help the field of psychology (and the field of education 
by extension) better serve the needs and success of marginalized persons.  
 
Title: Killing the Other: Obsessionality in Cognitive Science and Diversity Initiatives 
Bethany Morris 
Lindsey Wilson College 
morrisb@lindsey.edu 
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The spark of interest in social justice initiatives has prompted many psychologists to ask about the role of their 
discipline in the perpetuation of and resistance to historically oppressive systems and institutions. Many institutions 
that we psychologists find ourselves part of have attempted to account for such issues with diversity initiatives, 
sensitivity training and curriculum amendments designed to protect against bias and harassment. These initiatives 
align with the Cognitivist tradition in psychology in assuming that if we can identify our biases in judgement, a 
simple realignment of thoughts will produce desired behavior. 
 
A Lacanian perspective, however, offers a unique opportunity to discuss the Other that these diversity and social 
justice initiatives are designed to speak about, demonstrating that we may be falling into a more insidious trap. 
Though these initiatives may be a step in the right direction, they may also be producing something they cannot 
account for: that a claim to know something about the Other may actually be a response to our own anxiety about 
the presence of difference, which is then assuaged in apparent mastery over one’s unconscious with training, 
quizzes, pamphlets and seminars. Psychologists have been guilty of this for some time, with their stark allegiance to 
positivist claims of objectivity. From this Lacanian perspective, I argue that current trends to know the Other 
prevalent in social justice movements are symptomatic of an obsessional neurosis and revealed through the 
discourse of the University. Through Lacanian psychoanalysis, we may be able to reconceptualize how we might 
confront, consider and be compassionate in the face of alterity without this being premised on assimilating it into 
our foregone conclusions.  
 
Title: “I’m just not Woke enough”: The Arising of New Symptoms in a Social Justice Age  
Chase O’Gwin 
Northwest Missouri State University 
cogwin@nwmissouri.edu 
 
In an era where social justice ideology has begun to gain traction in popular culture there have also arisen new 
“symptoms” of that ideology. This presentation will discuss two of the most prominent symptoms. The first goes 
by many names: the Tumblr Social Justice Warrior, the Facebook Activist, the call-out troll, etc., wherein social 
justice causes are seen as an opportunity for social performance, rather than a chance for participating in actual 
activism.   
 
The second is the exhausting nature of performing the tasks of being “Woke.” Working with ideas from various 
theorists such as Lacan, Baudrillard, Zizek, and others, this presentation investigates how these present symptoms 
have arisen, particularly in an age where Baudrillard’s predictions of a reality as simulacrum have come perilously 
close, or have already come to pass.  
 
This presentation will advance the implications that the above has for the current social justice movement, as acting 
in a time wherein metaphysics are empty and all critique is impossible, further compounding the problematic nature 
of symptoms as part of a social/cultural ideological injunction of “justice-for-all” that is impossible to meet. The 
impossibility of this injunction will be explored in the nature of the sliding signifier of “oppressed,” which slips 
infinitely down increasingly particular and subdividing categories of the various minority groups, and in how, as 
Zizek states, this “particular element subverts its own universal foundation” wherein even members  and allies of 
oppressed minority groups become targets for the symptoms. The presentation will conclude with possible 
solutions to this predicament through an examination of theories of Emmanuel Levinas. 
 
Title: Addressing the Empty Self: Toward Socially-Just Subjectivities 
Sebastienne Grant 
Prescott College 
sebastienne.grant@prescott.edu 
 
In considering how psychology can support the evolution of a more just world, it is also important to consider ways 
in which psychological theories, discourses, and practices may work to hinder justice. In the present work, I take up 
the argument that the field of psychology unintentionally contributes to constructions of modern Western 
subjectivities that are largely incompatible with the ideals, values, and goals of social justice. Furthermore, I argue 
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that psychology could promote social justice by mindfully contributing to the construction of more socially-just 
subjectivities. 
 
Psychologists such as Philip Cushman and David Loy have claimed that modern subjectivities are marked by a deep 
sense of emptiness, resulting in personally and socially harmful traits and behaviors (such as individualism, 
materialism, narcissism, territorialism, and greed) aimed at covering over or filling up their lacking interiors. While 
some view this lack as inevitable, others view it as the result of subjectivities constructed in particular social, 
political, and economic circumstances such as those associated with capitalism, materialism, and neoliberalism. 
Psychology has been implicated in the production of modern subjectivities (and the associated challenges) due to 
emphases on the bounded and masterful self, personal enjoyment, and more. With intention and effort, however, 
psychologists can address the issue of the empty self and promote socially-just subjectivities. Producing theories, 
research, and practices which emphasize the importance of deep interconnectivity and compassion for personal, 
societal, and global wellbeing could be one approach to supporting the evolution of more healthful subjectivities.  

 
The Parthenon, Paper Session #4 

Identity, Difference and Limits of Self-Knowledge 
 
Title: Coming Into: The Inner Speech of Coming Out  
Brittany Gredler 
University of West Geogria 
bgredle1@my.westga.edu 
 
Current views of coming out and queer identity are discussed and centered with regard to a coming out of 
something – usually “the closet,” but this presentation will show a coming into with regard to cultural and historical 
identity, and a coming away from a negated otherness. I will do this with the help of Vygotsky’s (1987) notion of 
inner speech, Bertau’s (2004) formations of dialogical self (emphasizing the role of the polis), as well as specificity of 
movement and form (2010, 2014). Inner speech is a unique type of speech that not only originates in but also 
stays/is permeable to external speech. This permeability is the creation and co-creation of internal and external 
reality, through speech. If taken seriously, the social, familial, individual, and communal identities and aspects of a 
person work together, via language forms and meanings, to create her identity. The goal of this understanding of 
inner speech and its forms is to depart from a conception of otherness as divisive and constrained, to one of unique 
complexity and unified relatability. For someone marginalized in society, whose experiences are not normative or 
represented, the forms of inner speech unfold onto material reality, and are then taken back to examine experience 
in relation to felt sense of self. The predicativity of inner speech relies on its existing pre-audience or addressee – 
here I propose this as not being the case with inner speech and coming into, as can be shown via cultural, historical, 
and social understandings and interactions. 
 
Title: On Being a Stranger. Some Considerations about Decolonizing Psychology 
Marie-Cecile Bertau  
University of West Georgia, Department of Psychology 
mbertau@westga.edu 
 
Starting with the fundamental assumption that any scientific enterprise takes a specific stance to reality, this 
contribution explores how a stranger position might contribute to the ongoing debate about decolonizing 
psychology, seeking to criticize and reach beyond discursively and economically dominant forms of theorizing and 
investigating psychological processes attributed to conventional Western-Northern psychology. Being myself a 
stranger in several respects, situated in-between stances that take themselves for granted, my contribution aims at 
turning this alienness with its dimension of not-understanding and unresolvable not-matching into a fruitful 
heuristic for psychological theorizing and research. The difference, irritation, and friction are taken as principles of 
understanding that are unable to reach the other, but able to reach otherness. Understanding cannot pretend to 
match every detail of what is at stake, but it can attain divergence, notice gaps, experience frictions that will remain 
insoluble and therefore continuously fruitful: engendering new questions, new processes, further encounters. 
Importantly, this includes self-understanding. Here, too, understanding is not a taken-for-granted matching; 
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“identity” with oneself is never given, only approximated in an incessant movement going through others and a 
common language that makes us understandable selves. As a consequence, decolonizing psychology is not 
necessarily directed toward others. The movement might even have to start toward self: a self that does not know 
herself beyond her others, a community and society; a self that includes otherness and therewith not-knowing, not-
understanding, and creative-generative irritation of both self and fellow others. These considerations are developed 
relating thoughts from Humboldt (1839/1999), Vygotskij (1925/1999), and Schütz (1944). 
 
Title: Sanctioned Transgression or What Turns Conservatives and Fundamentalists Reactionary?  
Wynn Schwartz 
Harvard Medical School & William James College 
wynn_schwartz@hms.harvard.edu 
 
What turns conservatives and fundamentalists reactionary? One answer is an uncanny and confused confrontation 
with the sanctioned transgression of race relations, enfranchised gays, uppity women, and gender-benders feeling it 
is time to come out of the shadows.  Sex, gender, race, and family relations have always been subject to religious and 
state attempts to limit what people are permitted to feel and do. Sanctioned transgression concerns enhanced social 
or legal protection for behaviors and relationships that a dominant group has previously kept forbidden. When legal 
protection is sought or offered for these transgressions, taboos become less hidden, even celebrated. This doesn't sit 
well with the deeply defensive. It is especially problematic when it evokes a person's avoided, suppressed, and 
repressed urges now openly exhibited in others. Freud called this a source of the uncanny that evokes the return of 
the repressed. It should come as no surprise that anxious dread surfaces in people unprepared to manage these 
feelings; nor is it a surprise these feelings are treated as a provocation to assault the source of threat.  To sort these 
matters out, I will employ Descriptive Psychology’s theory-neutral Person Concept to identify domains of 
experience a person 1) can easily evaluate and reconsider; 2) that are motivationally significant, but deeply 
problematic to acknowledge; and 3) that are motivationally significant but unavailable to ordinary cognizance. These 
domains of circumstance and experience involve different weighing of a person’s hedonic, prudent, aesthetic, and 
ethical perspectives.  
   
Title: The Philosophy of One Divide and Theory of Emotional Warfare: Addressing the Issues Central to 
Human Conflict and Human Unity 
Edward Kroger 
Founder of the Philosophy of One Divide & Theory of Emotional Warfare 
edkroger@onedivide.com 
 
In this presentation, I will demonstrate an element of human nature/nurture I have termed the Repeated Cycle, 
traceable throughout personal and socio-historical contexts. The Repeated Cycle is a mutable pattern in which a 
person develops emotional survival strategies based on those of the primary caregivers that shaped his or her 
nature. It produces the person’s ‘Emotion-Based Survival Skills’ (EBSS), the behaviors the person will use 
throughout life to navigate emotional threats. This behavioral model builds on psychodynamics, Gross’ emotional 
regulation theory, and similar psychological understandings. Secondly, I will illustrate how the Repeated Cycle and 
EBSS inform and define our personal and social politics—always in response to the politics of those who raised 
us—and determine every role we take in three spheres of life: belief systems/ideologies, personal life, and 
professional life. These spheres constitute the identity-game matrix, making these roles part of a gamification of 
identity found everywhere in the human experience. Finally, I will show how any circumstance that involves group 
dynamics involves the threat of not achieving or maintaining the roles we desire in that setting. Because our choices 
of roles are rooted in the Repeated Cycle, we are all, always, acting in response to the community beliefs and 
struggles that shape us, and they lead to our choices of groups, which leaders we follow, and which causes we take 
up. This premise also advances philosophical/psychological precepts of social-contract theories, game theories and 
evolutionary game theories that contribute to our conceptions of self, identity, and society. 
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The Vanderbilt Room, Roundtable 
Methodological Violence and Social Justice 

 
Richard Hohn 
Simon Fraser University 
rhohn@sfu.ca 
 
In 2008, Thomas Teo introduced the concept of “epistemological violence” in the social sciences (Teo, 2008). 
Briefly, epistemological violence refers to when interpretations of data are presented as fact or knowledge and result 
in negative consequences for certain groups or persons constructed as problematic or inferior, in light of equally 
plausible interpretations. The purpose of the proposed roundtable is to consider the notion of epistemological 
violence as it applies more specifically to the methodologies that dominate in psychology, which rely on 
measurement, quantitative assessment, validation techniques, statistical modeling, research design, and inference. 
Although uses of the methods themselves do not typically involve violent acts, they can and have been used to 
inform professional judgment and policy in a broad range of domains (e.g., legal, educational, health).  As such, they 
have both direct and indirect impact on the lives of persons and, thus, hold potentially serious implications for 
social justice. There is a long history of discussion and debate among critical and theoretical scholars of psychology 
regarding the hegemony of the methods that dominate in psychology. However, concerns of methodological 
violence have also been raised—although using different language—by some of the prominent methodologists that 
have contributed to the development and advancement of such methods, most notably Samuel Messick in the 
context of test validation theory and James Steiger in the context of factor analysis. The proposed roundtable aims 
to explore these and other topics, including consideration of whether the use of dominant measurement paradigms 
and statistical techniques necessarily imply violence, the role of anecdotal evidence, and the prejudices of natural 
science methods. 
 
Participants:  
Richard Hohn, Kathleen Slaney, Thomas Teo, Brent Slife, Stephen Yanchar, Joshua Clegg, Ed Gantt, Chris Schuck 
 

 
{4:30 PM – Group will leave from Holiday Inn Lobby to walk over to Vanderbilt University 
Alumni Hall} 
 
 

BLOCK 6: 5:00 PM to 6:45 PM Scholar-Activist Panel at Vanderbilt 
Vanderbilt University Alumni Hall, Reading Room  
 
Facilitator: Fred Wertz, Fordham University 
 
Panelists:  
 
Brooke Ackerly  Political Science, Vanderbilt University 
 
Bruce Jennings Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society and Department of Health Policy, 

Vanderbilt University 
 
Douglas Perkins Department of Human and Organizational Development, Vanderbilt University 
 
Melissa Snarr Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University 
 
Paul Speer Department of Human and Organizational Development, Vanderbilt University 
 
Mary Watkins Pacifica Graduate Institute 
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BLOCK 7: 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM  Dinner at Vanderbilt*  

Vanderbilt University Alumni Hall, Memorial Room 
 
* Dinner includes an associated ticket cost that will be waived for student members; details to be provided shortly. 
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SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 2019 

 
8:45 AM – 10:30 AM 

 
Centennial Ballroom, Symposium #5 

A Social Ecology of Dementia: Re-Theorizing the Lived Experience of Dementia 
 

Mary Beth Morrissey 
Fordham Global Health Care Center 
mamorrissey@fordham.edu 
 
A reframing of the problem of dementia invites retheorizing about dementia and a full range of experience that may 
be associated with what we call a social ecology of dementia. Such a reframing challenges conventional notions of 
the self, continuity of the self over time and self-other relations, and the norms by which the society regulates self-
governance and participation in civic and economic life. In this symposium, critical theoretical perspectives in 
psychology will be brought to bear in helping to deepen understanding of the lived experience of dementia and its 
multiple historical, social and cultural contingencies including the sociopolitical context of neoliberal philosophy. 
Arguments will be advanced that challenge existing social and economic structures driving aging and health 
policymaking concerning dementia care, such as the successful aging paradigm, and concomitant social and cultural 
practices of hegemony and appropriation that marginalize persons with dementia as fully agentic members of 
society. Panelists will explore new ways of thinking about the experience of dementia and discuss implications for 
psychology and a psychological humanities. 
 
Title: A Critical Lens on Lived Experience of Dementia: Limitations on Rights of the Capable Self in the 
Contexts of Inviolable Personhood and Community 
Mary Beth Morrissey 
Fordham Global Health Care Center 
mamorrissey@fordham.edu 
 
The global public health problem of dementia, and the challenges presented by design of dementia care systems 
both in the United States and internationally, raise serious questions about the goals of science and scientific 
research in the context of a dominant neoliberal sociopolitical philosophy that marginalizes the person with 
dementia and such person’s very personhood. Through theorizing that seeks to expand the body of critical 
theoretical scholarship addressing neoliberalism to critiques of the experience of aging and more specifically, to 
aging and living through dementia, the author challenges existing legal and ethical frameworks governing decision 
making that may deny persons with dementia their personhood and the possibility to be meaning-makers and agents 
in ways that are not entirely accessible by capable persons. The tensions between rights-oriented frameworks and 
frameworks that recognize the values of community and solidarity, and their relevance to the hegemonic practices 
of capable persons with regard to those who are less than fully capable, will be explored. Implications for a 
humanistic psychology as applicable to persons with dementia and informal and formal caregivers will be discussed, 
as well as the response of a psychological humanities that may be poised to re-educate communities of scientists and 
professionals about the broader goals of dementia care.  
 
Title: From Self to Soul: Re-imagining Personhood Through Dementia 
Mark Freeman 
College of the Holy Cross 
mfreeman@holycross.edu 
 
It is commonly understood that the phenomenon of personal identity—generally viewed as the experience of one’s 
continuity in time—is in significant part a function of memory, the idea being that this sense of continuity relies 
upon the persistence of the past into the present.  More recently, this view has been supplemented by the idea that 
personal identity is a function not just of memory but of narrative, the very sense of our own singularity emerging in 
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and through story.  Given this conceptualization of identity—and the conception of personhood it relies upon—it 
stands to reason that dementia would be seen to entail the dissolution of self:  Insofar as memory and narrative alike 
have been diminished through the ravages of the disease, the self would follow suit.  My mother’s 10-year 
experience of dementia would seem to confirm this conceptualization.  However, her experience also revealed that 
significant dimensions of personal being can remain even after these ravages have taken hold:  Even if the self, qua 
narrative identity, has been all but lost, what might plausibly be called the soul can remain.  Drawing on this 
distinction, I seek in this presentation to show how the lived experience of dementia may allow us to re-imagine the 
nature of personhood.  In doing so, I also call for a more respectful and just appraisal of those who fall prey to 
dementia and related calamities.   The fact is, they, as persons, may remain very much with us long after the 
traditional trappings of selfhood have been left behind.  By acknowledging this, we may be better poised to give 
them the attention and care they deserve. 
 
Title: In Solidarity with Dementia 
Bruce Jennings 
Vanderbilt University 
brucejennings@humansandnature.org 
 
This panel presentation will address two domains. First, it offers a discussion of the concept of quality of life and its 
application to setting the goals of dementia care. Second, it discusses the ethical issues of dementia care by focusing 
on the principles of right recognition (of agency, personhood and membership in the moral community) and right 
relationship (of attentiveness and solidarity).  
 
It argues that in the case of serious cognitive impairment, such as Alzheimer’s disease in its early and middle stages, 
these principles can be respected in dementia care by actualizing continuing capability for meaning making agency 
and memorial personhood.  
 
Meaning making (or communicative) agency differs from responsibility generating agency, and it provides a 
rationale for recognizing an individual’s continuing membership and considerability within a moral community even 
though the conditions for holding and taking responsibility for one’s actions no longer obtain.  
 
Similarly, memorial personhood differs from what may be called narrative personhood, but it again sustains right 
relationship with those whose claim to respect on us is grounded more on who they were than on who they are; on 
the other hand, their claim to attentiveness and care comes from who they are (their present need and 
circumstance). Remembrance of memorial personhood consists of these two facets of respect and care.  
 
This reframes dementia care from a deficit perspective to a capability approach and its practical implementation in 
long term care facilities, with goals beyond comfort and safety to include providing the social relational structures 
and resources necessary to enable the realization of remaining potential agency and functioning.  
 
Title: Engaging People with Dementia as Co-Researchers in Studies of Dementia Care and Services 
Michael Lepore, Stephanie Hughes & Elizabeth Gould 
RTI International 
mlepore@rti.org 

 
Traditionally, people with dementia are the subjects of research on dementia care and services but do not participate 
in devising the research. More recently, new participatory models of research give people with dementia important 
roles in the research enterprise. As “co-researchers” or “partners in research” with professional researchers, people 
with dementia may be engaged in all aspects of research on dementia care, jointly developing research questions and 
study designs, collecting and analyzing data, and disseminating results. However, few researchers are experienced 
engaging people with dementia in this capacity. This paper addresses challenges that researchers face in working 
with people with dementia as co-researchers, including setting the level of involvement that people with dementia 
will have in the research, determining how to identify and recruit people with dementia to serve as co-researchers, 
and establishing how to effectively engage people with dementia as co-researchers.  
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Three types of participation as co-researchers—consultation, control, and collaboration— are distinguished: people 
with dementia can provide consultation at key junctures of a study, actively collaborate on all major study activities, 
or can control the direction of the study. In the United States, a national network has been established to connect 
people with dementia, caregivers, and researchers focused on developing, conducting, and disseminating patient-
centered dementia research. Although scant literature depicts the engagement of people with dementia as co-
researchers, completed studies conducted in the United Kingdom and Canada, and ongoing studies in the United 
States, provide informative examples. Potential benefits of engaging people with dementia as co-researchers are 
discussed.  

 
Discussants: 
Louis Sass 
Rutgers University 
louissass@aol.com 
 
Suzanne Kirschner 
College of the Holy Cross 
skirschen@holycross.edu 

 
The Parthenon, Paper Session #5 
Varieties of Trauma and Healing 

 
Title: Embodiment, Combat Trauma and Adaptation 
MaryCatherine McDonald   
& Gary Senecal 
Old Dominion University 
mymcdona@odu.edu 
 
Since the late 1800s a prevailing hypothesis about trauma is that it can be healed through narrative. The idea is that 
traumatic experiences create a dynamic tension between needing to be told and simultaneously feeling unspeakable. 
The victim is too overwhelmed to process the event in the moment, and so the story somehow calls out to be told 
and processed with someone else later. And yet, the story feels unspeakable – hard to put into words, or to find 
words to match the overwhelming emotion. So the victim becomes stuck, and the untold story manifests in 
symptoms. Freud and his cohort in the 1800s discovered that if the victim could talk through the event while feeling 
some of the overwhelming emotion in the presence of the clinician, that the symptoms would often abate. While 
this is clearly a critical part of the healing process, researchers have slowly come to realize that the trauma story is 
not the whole story. Traumatic events, and the symptoms of trauma that often follow them, also happen to our 
bodies. Healing trauma, then, must be an embodied process as well as a narrative one. Just as there are important 
differences in the way we narrate trauma stories, there are differences in the way the traumatized body adapts. In 
this paper, we will examine two adaptive methods - one maladaptive and one adaptive - in order to show the 
importance of addressing the body in the right way when healing from trauma. 
 
Title: Traumatic Ethics & the Unconscious 
John Lloyd Roberts 
University of West Georgia 
jroberts@westga.edu 
 
The influence of Foucauldian modes of analysis on broadly philosophical approaches to psychological life has been 
significant; however, not only positive knowledge needs to be accounted for, but epistemic limit as well.  Among 
the lacunae of finitude emerging in the modern period, unthought – as discourse on the unconscious – prompts the 
instant analysis.  Though histories concerning the theoretical formation of the unconscious have distantly 
(Ellenberger, 1970) and recently (McGrath, 2011) appeared, the latter especially in connection with German 
Idealism, the question of ethics requires further address.  The question of trauma, its historical co-emergence with a 
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subject pinned its ownmost vanishing point, and the question of what it means to be directed to know what cannot 
be known about oneself, become relevant in the biopolitical sphere. In my prospective paper, I will examine two 
different forms of ethics that follow different conceptualizations of the unconscious as related to traumata – that of 
dissociation and repression.  I will suggest that, inter alia, subjectification according to the dictates of the discourse 
of dissociation (manifest in Janetian theory) and its related techne enjoin the subject to consolidate autobiographical 
identity, whereas the discourse of repression (as evident in classical psychoanalysis as read through Lacanian theory) 
and its related practices enjoin the subject to embrace its temporal destitution, and to engage with the logic of its 
desire.  Finally, I will suggest that differing conceptions of non-knowledge as the unconscious serve complementary 
and contradictory tasks touching upon sanctioned foundations for governance. 
 
Title: Personal Transformation in a Prison Population 
William Foreman 
California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation 
william.foreman@cdcr.ca.gov 
 
This presentation explores the layers of inquiry and seeks discussion of the theoretical and philosophical 
assumptions inherent in this unique prison psychotherapy program. Mass incarceration is now bringing the third 
generation of young people to prison. While much attention needs to be brought to bear on the social, historical, 
political, and cultural factors, individual inmates must find their own way to healthy paths for successful paroling to 
their communities. Educational and relapse prevention programs have limited effect on recidivism. For nearly half 
of those incarcerated, the trajectory to prison began by 3rd grade. Very early in life neglect imparted a sense of self 
as failure, which was reinforced in their home, neighborhood and school, and most often compounded by 
psychological trauma. These inmates benefit most directly from insight therapy. Personal Transformation developed 
through psychological-phenomenological inquiry and is itself a method of collaborative inquiry with men confined 
to a high security prison. The program is informed by current attachment research and trauma psychology. The 
intended population display Complex PTSD, severe antisocial behavior, impulsive violence and drug abuse. Yet, 
they can change and grow in healthy directions. In an 80-page workbook, participants draw images and symbols to 
illustrate patterns in their relationships at transition points in their lives to discover self-defeating patterns. 
Ultimately, they discover the false sense of self that drives this pattern. Participants who completed the program 
have a recidivism rate of 8% after three years on parole, as compared to 25% for those wait-listed.  
 
Title: The Reality of Micro-Aggressions: An Exploration 
Lisa Scott  
Brigham Young University 
Lisa_Scott@byu.edu 
 
The Brett Kavanaugh hearing was debated throughout our nation. A CNN headline summarized the conundrum: 
“Ford ‘100%’ certain of assault claim; Kavanaugh says ‘I am innocent.’” Prior to the final decision, people 
passionately took sides, presenting “evidence” for each claim. Around this time, the first author was tasked with 
reading through transcripts of interviews with both genders about workplace gender discrimination. She read many 
accounts described by women and many statements by men questioning whether these experiences were accurate or 
“real.” These transcripts demonstrated that Kavanaugh/Ford was not an isolated incident, but reflects an ongoing 
dialogue about the reality of oppression. While there are many large-scale instances of such injustice, the authors 
have chosen to focus on the smaller acts of injustice called micro-aggressions, asking: are micro-aggressions 
objectively real or are they merely the subjective experience of victims and perpetrators? The authors argue that 
psychology's obsession with empirical evidence leaves many feeling that they must be able to measure these 
experiences in order for them to be legitimate. On the other hand, psychology’s obsession with individual subjective 
reality leaves open the possibility that both victims’ and offenders’ experiences are “true” in some sense.  While 
research on micro-aggressions and implicit biases have furthered our understanding of systematic oppression it does 
not provide the solution to the problem. Our proposal is that research and practice in psychology should focus less 
on the question of objective or subjective truth and more on the healing of fractured relationships. We will use 
Kelly Olivers’ philosophy as outlined in the book “Witnessing” to offer an alternative solution to this battle of 
truths.  
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Title: #While Black: A Dialogue on White Privilege  
Ryaja Johnson, Darreon Greer Sr.,  
Bernie O'Koon & Janeece Warfield 
Wright State University  
johnson.1417@wright.edu 
 
Recent news is replete with examples of white citizens reporting black citizens to the authorities simply for living 
“#while black:” “BBQ Becky,” a White woman who called police on Black men barbecuing and “Permit Patty,” a 
White woman who called police on an 8-year-old Black girl for selling water are examples.  Although these injustices 
are not new, increased access to devices that upload real-time recordings to social media have contributed to greater 
awareness of these indignities.  However, few psychological and/or philosophical explanations have been proffered 
regarding these affronts to the humanity of Black citizens.  This presentation will highlight the pervasiveness of 
these indignities. Presenters will offer possible hypotheses rooted in philosophy and psychology regarding the 
etiology of these offenses and engage the audience in an exploratory dialogue regarding causes and solutions. 
Specifically, the presenters will explore concepts of “whiteness," “racial consciousness,” and “white anxiety.”  
 
10:45 AM to 12:00 PM 

 
Centennial Ballroom, Symposium #6 

Rethinking Psychotherapy: Suggestions Based on Philosophical Perspectives that Take Practical Activity 
as Their Key Concept 

 
Title: Rethinking Psychotherapy: Suggestions Based on Philosophical Perspectives that Take Practical 
Activity as Their Key Concept 
Michael Westerman 
New York University 
michael.westerman@nyu.edu 
 
Several philosophical viewpoints have served as guides for developing approaches to psychotherapy, but 
psychotherapy theorists, researchers, and practitioners have not looked to philosophical perspectives that treat 
practical activity as their cornerstone concept for guidance or inspiration. The papers in this symposium will offer 
suggestions about psychotherapy based on several practices-based philosophical viewpoints. Philip Rosenbaum will 
discuss how the pragmatism of Charles Pierce can inform work in psychoanalysis. Mark Bickhard will consider 
psychotherapy from the vantage point of interactivism. Michael Westerman will offer ideas about how to approach 
psychotherapy based on the participatory philosophical perspective. After the three papers are presented, the 
symposium participants will exchange comments and questions about their respective viewpoints and then the 
audience will be encouraged to offer their thoughts and questions.   
 
Title: Listening Developmentally Across Three Semiotic Registrars: Iconic, Indexical and Symbolic   
Philip Rosenbaum 
p.rosenbaum@wawhite.org 
 
The founder of American Pragmatism, Charles S. Peirce, organized semiotic or sign-based activity into numerous 
triads. Each depicts an ongoing relationship between an object, which is being represented, the form that this 
representation takes, and some actively mediating or interpreting subject.  
 
Peirce’s most famous grouping describes three types of relationships. 1. Icons: where the representation shares 
visual resemblance with the object; 2. Indices: where object and representation are connected physically; and finally, 
3. Symbols: a socially conventional relationship. Embedded in this is a logic of activity. An object is known via 
representation based upon its particular effect on an interpreting subject. In this regard, Peirce’s logic is close to 
constructivist accounts. This may be a reason why subsequent writers have used Peirce’s triad to articulate a 
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developmental progression, by which babies and children come to learn about, navigate and make sense of their 
worlds in increasingly complex and sophisticated ways (Muller, 1996; Vivona, Rosenbaum, 2015).   
 
In this presentation, I apply Peirce’s constructivist and developmental considerations to the clinical setting. I argue 
that much as development requires all three forms of sign types, psychoanalytic listening does as well. Paying 
attention to how we are listening helps us gauge our patient’s effects upon us (their activity as it were), and thus 
their developmental capacity, so we may orient ourselves in relationship to them. This has implications for how we 
conceptualize what is transpiring both within their inner worlds and within the here-and-now relationship. I use 
case examples to highlight clinical implications.  
 
Title: Presupposition: Representing, Personality, Language, Psychotherapy  
Mark H. Bickhard 
Lehigh University 
mhb0@lehigh.edu 
 
Properties of functional presupposition are an integrating theme across representing, personality, language, and 
psychotherapy.  Presuppositions constitute a realm central to psychopathology and psychotherapy that is implicit in 
action, interaction, and more general modes of functioning in the world.  Presuppositions can be functional or 
dysfunctional, including psychopathological, and constitute an important realm of intervention in psychotherapy. 
 
Title: Reconceptualizing Psychotherapy from the Vangage Point of the Participatory Philosophical 
Perspective 
Michael A. Westerman 
New York University 
michael.westerman@nyu.edu 
 
The participatory perspective (e.g., Westerman, 2013) draws on the work of Merleau-Ponty, Wittgenstein, 
Heidegger, and the American pragmatists. It calls for taking practices (that is, the practical activities that we are 
always already engaged in as historically situated embodied participants) as our founding concept – not mind and/or 
behavior and/or emotions. This idea leads to a change in our basic conceptualization of what psychotherapy is 
about, according to which the goal of therapy is helping people change how they engage in practices; for example, 
the practical activities involved in interpersonal relationships. This idea leads, in turn, to viewing the therapist’s role 
in terms of the scaffolding concept, which highlights two points. The first point is based on the simple but 
extremely important idea that a patient is not a tabula rasa and that, therefore, we must not think about particular 
interventions as if they are either good or bad in themselves. In order to be effective, efforts by a therapist have to 
build on the patient’s starting point. The second point is that in addition to linking up to the patient’s starting point, 
interventions should provide stepping stones that facilitate change to new meaningful action patterns. The paper 
will argue that a wide range of kinds of interventions – insight-oriented interventions, behavioral 
suggestions/directives, emotion-focused therapeutic work, and efforts involving how the therapist relates to the 
patient -- can be useful if they are employed in ways that build on patients’ starting points and provide helpful 
stepping stones.  
 

The Parthenon, Paper Session #6 
Technology, Media and the Mediated Self 

 
Title: Why We Hoard Instead of Think: Hart, Levinas, and Fromm on Contemporary Technological 
Relations 
Michael Mookie Manalili   
& Eric Severson 
Boston College 
david.goodman@bc.edu 
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In recent work, theologian Kevin Hart explores a distinction between fascination and contemplation, with the 
former being a type of gorging on experience and the latter an outward facing, and disciplined, openness. Hart 
describes fascination as an ugly cousin to contemplation and actual thought, a mode of relating to experience 
wherein the subject inhabits an addictive and self-referential circuit. Fascination offers the safe pleasures of 
vicariousness and pseudo-exposure. The purpose of this presentation is to further explore this distinction within the 
frame of Emmanuel Levinas’s philosophical project. According to Levinas, Western philosophy and culture are, to 
the core, disposed toward the voyeurism that settles for fascination and which contributes to ethical distance in 
Western consciousness. We then relate these critiques to contemporary, technologically mediated relations utilizing 
Erich Fromm’s meaningful distinction between “having” and “being.”  In particular, we are concerned with this 
chaotic, gorging fascination that the technological having-mode induces. "I am what I have" is the empty-mantra. 
Lost are the rigors, spaciousness, complexity, exposure, and outward orientation of thought and being. In 
employing these three thinkers, the presenters give further dimension to the intersection of thinking and current 
configurations of subjectivity relative to technology. 
  
Title: The Simulacric Social Media Subject and its Journey Towards Meaning and Justice 
Joseph Wenchia Huang 
University of West Georgia 
josephw.huang@gmail.com 
 
With the advent of every technology, philosophy encounters new challenges, particularly when they affect multiple 
facets of human interaction from political discourse down to changes in individual subjectification and ego 
construction. The internet, particularly Web 2.0 in tandem with other technologies, offers the opportunity to post 
digital media as a platform to enact one’s subjectivity and enter symbolic exchange. One possible way to understand 
social media is as an extension of subjectivity. However, picture and video representations are not a gestalt of 
perception as in embodiment phenomenology. Insead they are representations of self-image: ideal-ego’s return to 
the mirror stage. This talk will demonstrate that at the base level, images function as subsumption into the spectacle 
and due to manipulation technologies, virtual (imaginal) identification and exchange can be understood as 
representations of the fourth order. Technologies such as image curation, app filters, photo manipulation, and life-
streaming will be addressed.  
 
These processes are an essential part of not only the social understanding of self, but also the process of positioning 
oneself intersubjectively in discourse. The emergence of social media as arena for discourse may yet follow 
Foucault’s discourse-power-subject triad, however some differences arise i.e. personal filtration of information 
contra dominant / subjugated knowledges. Thus we can engage with the discourse of social media through a 
Foucauldian perspective.  
 
Title: Can Cultural Psychological Analyses of the Arts Promote Social Justice?  An Autoethnographic 
Reflection on Kendrick Lamar’s "Damn." 
Jordan Hyde 
University of Illinois-Springfield 
jordandhyde@gmail.com 
 
In this paper, I invite discussion on how cultural psychological analyses of artistic cultural products might promote 
social justice, using rapper Kendrick Lamar’s album Damn as an example.  First, I argue that Damn can be 
considered an ethnopsychological account of human emotions from Lamar’s perspective, because it is rich in both 
psychological introspection and sociocultural critique.  Second, I provide one example of what a cultural 
psychological analysis of his album might entail, namely, an autoethnographic reflection on his tracks FEAR and 
GOD.  Further, I suggest how my reflection on his lyrics might promote social justice by enriching readers’ 
understanding of race and racism in America, and by identifying common human experiences that transcend racial 
boundaries.  Third, I will address barriers that have made me wary of writing about Damn.  These include 
professional barriers, such as (mis)perceptions of scientific objectivity that may devalue analyses like these, and 
cultural barriers that may make it difficult to bridge racial and other divides.  After summarizing the three 
observations mentioned above, I invite discussion on the following questions: 1) Can cultural psychological analyses 
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of cultural products, like the one mentioned here, generate valid psychological knowledge?  2) Can such analyses 
meaningfully promote social justice?  3) Does the field of psychology make analyses like these professionally 
practical?  If not, what might the impracticality of (potentially valid) studies of the arts say about the current state of 
psychological science? 
 
  

12:00 PM to 1:15 PM  Lunch 
 
 
1:15 PM to 3:00 PM 
 

Centennial Ballroom, Paper Session #7 
Body and Spirit 

 
Title: Body Image and Body Schema across Race and Gender: Phenomenological Contributions 
Zacharia Neema 
University of Memphis 
zaneemeh@memphis.edu 
 
The terms “body image” and “body schema” have been frequently confused and confounded since their 
development in the late 19th and early 20th centuries (Gallagher, 2005; Gallagher & Cole, 1995). In this paper, I 
disentangle these concepts and show how they shed light on the phenomenologies of race and gender developed by 
Martinican philosopher and psychiatrist Frantz Fanon (1952/2008) and feminist philosopher Iris Marion Young 
(1980/2005). More generally, I show how psychology and the phenomenology of race and gender can mutually 
illuminate one another and lead to more socially-aware theory.  The pioneering neurologists Head and Holmes 
(1911) distinguish the body schema from visual images of the body or the body image. The body schema refers to 
the prenoetic sensorimotor processes of the body in movement through space. It is habitual, nonrepresentational, 
usually unconscious, and action-oriented. “Body image,” however, refers to one’s knowledge, beliefs, and other 
representations of one’s own body.  I show how Fanon (1952/2008) and Young (1980/2005) both argue that social 
processes of racialization and gendering lead to a body image that interrupts the usually smooth and nonconscious 
flow of the body schema. I demonstrate how Fanon (1952/2008), in Black Skin, White Masks, specifically makes 
use of the image/schema distinction.  To my knowledge, no one has ever drawn attention to this feature of Fanon’s 
theory of racialization. I then interpret Young’s (1980/2005) discussion of the inhibited intentionality of girls and 
women in light of the image/schema distinction.  
 
Title: Text on Flesh: Tattoos as Bringing Forth an Embodied Spirituality 
MaryCatherine McDonald & Cacky Mellor 
Old Dominion University 
mymcdona@odu.edu 
 
In “Poetically Man Dwells,” Heidegger wonders what Hölderlin meant when he wrote, Full of merit, yet poetically, 
man Dwells on this earth.” What does it mean to dwell on earth looking up at the sky? What does it mean to dwell 
at all? How does language serve to measure the space between us and God? Heidegger states: “Man acts as though 
he were the shaper and master of language, while in fact language remains the master of man.” If language is the 
master of man, what does language bring forth? In this paper, we consider the way that tattoos bring forth the 
spiritual through the flesh; the way that language can be stretched from the more literal words we write and say to 
visual and embodied representations of that which cannot be spoken. The key to mystical language and religious 
metaphor is not theology or cosmology but anatomy. All the religious and cosmological language of mysticism is 
metaphorical. These metaphors are symbols for anatomical features of the human individual. Those who enter 
deeply into the mystical dimension of experience discover that the cosmic design they expected to find in their path 
of ascent to God lies instead within design of their own anatomical or psycho-physical structures. Harris offers that 
“the skin is the mirror of the soul.” We argue that tattoos are symbols that bridge the anatomical and psycho-
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physical structures, a cosmological language of mysticism that simultaneously draws one further into their body and 
closer to the Divine. 
 
We're Totally F***ked!!' Resignation, Cynicism, Apathy and Despair as Figure, Love as Ground (With 
Continual Reference to Psilocybin) 
Chris Schuck 
schuckcschuck@gmail.com       
       
It is apparent that meaningful social change on a scale that can do real justice to the challenges confronting us will 
require an expansion, even radical transformation, of basic paradigms for what is normal, acceptable and possible. 
This has brought a heightened appreciation (and richer set of concepts) for the role of structural or macro-level 
forces, and historically embedded injustices and power relations, in everyday struggles of individuals. But alongside 
such systemic realities arguably lies a more personal, experiential dimension: the ways that each of us is relating to 
ourselves; others; our world; reality. As the Anthropocene looms and crises multiply, it becomes tempting to 
foreclose on any “future” worth building and succumb to the four psychological horsemen of the so-called 
apocalypse – resignation, cynicism, apathy and despair. Still, there is always transformative experience, which has a 
way of disclosing what we had lost sight of. When the first astronauts viewed the Earth from space, compelled and 
wonderstruck by what language suddenly could not capture, were they not in those brief moments more open; more 
humble; more gentle; more connected; more loving – in short, more of the qualities that nourish the kind of "social 
justice" we care about? I will examine one special limit case – people’s hallucinogenic experiences with psilocybin 
and evolving understandings of them, including the presenter’s own ambiguous encounter as a research participant 
– to consider what these testimonials might teach us about unseen frontiers of being and feeling, where one may 
find the very spirit of social justice.   
 
Title: The Lived Body of Horror 
Kareen Malone & Chase O’Gwin 
University of West Georgia, AF Member Après Coup 
tatummalone@att.net; cogwin@nwmissouri.edu 
 
The horror genre is currently experiencing a resurgence, with the still-growing Stephen King movement; to the 
record-breaking numbers at the box-office with films like Get Out and A Quiet Place. Why is there an excess of 
self-inflicted disorientation and fear, when arguably social media and the nightly news offer sufficient supply? 
Utilizing Lacanian psychoanalysis, this presentation challenges some traditional assumptions that horror’s hold on 
the imagination reflects the degenerate corners of the human psyche. An alternative model is presented that 
accounts for the effects of our body becoming inhabited by subjectivity. Many features of horror suggest that it 
entails the impasses between culture and the body, frequently emphasized with issues of race and/or gender. Often 
films position the “monster” as a gaze showing the body’s blindness to its own fragility and of its being seen. 
Lacan’s mirror stage indicates one way of structuring this moment. Horror reveals a haunting alterity in the making 
of the bodily image, just as symptoms and inexplicable anxieties are woven with the needs, dependencies, and 
traumas of the body becoming human. Drawing on Lacan’s exposition on anxiety and the object, the presentation 
brings a Lacanian theory to this dimension of horror, drawing examples from films and stories. The theoretical 
questions regarding embodiment and subjectivity form an undercurrent explored in the paper. Often, horror returns 
in dreams, memories, fantasies, unseemly fascinations, ailments torturing the body and through ways in which one’s 
bodily image/world are marked by fissures/impasses that ostensibly leave the subject with no way out. 
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The Parthenon, Paper Session #8 
Navigating Philosophical Concepts and Commitments 

 
Title: Social Progress and the Just Choice  
Wynn Schwartz 
Harvard Medical School & William James College 
wynn_schwartz@hms.harvard.edu 
 
Among the intrinsic motivations, the weighing of ethical and moral reasons stands alongside aesthetics as 
quintessentially humane attributes in ways self-interest and pleasure cannot. Further, ethical and moral perspectives 
guide the varied notions of justice and fairness central to liberal and cosmopolitan views of social progress. An 
important political and psychological question is what facilitates or interferes in making “just” choices and 
judgments? And, who authors the judgment? This second question involves the psychology and politics of 
negotiation and agreement. To explore these questions, I will modify conceptual tools from Descriptive Psychology, 
notably the Judgment Diagram, to map out and clarify some of the dilemmas of social justice and progress. Since 
actual social engagement involves personal and interpersonal conflict, ignorance, and self-deception, I’ll develop a 
model of negotiation that involves at least two actors with limited options given the values, blind spots, and 
“triggers” in their observer-critic characteristics. Of concern is that certain ideological, religious, class, race, age, and 
gender biases and interests might not be reconcilable. Employing John Rawls’ veil of ignorance, Hannah Arendt on 
moral dialogue and negotiation, and Anthony Putman’s work on community and irreconcilable values, I will provide 
some thoughts on inclusion and empathy and conclude with a hypothesis on the inevitability of social progress and 
reaction.  
   
 
Title: Social Justice, Psychotherapy, and the Promises and Perils of Liberalism 
Adam Ghali 
Fresno Pacific University 
adam.ghali@fresno.edu 
 
In the context of contested notions of social justice, and with the proliferation of neoliberalism’s individualization 
(Madsen, 2014; Sugarman, 2015, Thrift & Sugarman, 2018), the construct of autonomy prized by psychologists 
becomes tenuous. MacIntyre (2006) outlines how the professionalization of the practices of autonomy promotion 
becomes a problematic condition. MacIntyre’s framework resonates with concerns about how an increasingly 
complex society ostensibly organized around autonomy, but with greater amounts of individual risk and self-
reliance, and diminished social support, increases dependence upon psychological expertise (Madsen, 2014; Thrift & 
Sugarman, 2018). It seems to me that MacIntyre expects this in societies characterized by social fragmentation that 
he associates, however loosely, with liberalism emerging out the Enlightenment. If so, rightly situating social justice 
within the liberal tradition gives perhaps the best chance at elucidating a constructive set of principles of justice 
towards which psychology can move within liberalism (Thrift & Sugarman, 2018), but leaves open the capacity for 
the liberal tradition to solve the problems potentially inherent in it (Deneen, 2016; MacIntyre, 2006). With these 
critiques of liberalism in mind, I follow a practical moral reasoning model (Browning & Cooper, 2004) to consider 
psychotherapy as a practice, implicit metaphysical commitments and principles of obligation espoused within 
psychotherapy traditions, and the kinds of communities in which psychotherapy is situated, to extend our 
understanding about the extent to which psychotherapy can form the kinds of persons who are disposed to and 
capable of determining and working towards justice, and what kind of justice it might be.    
 
Title: The Psychotherapies on Well-Being: Conflicting Views Regarding What We Owe Our Patients 
Kevin Smith 
Duquesne University 
kevinregansmith@hotmail.com 
 
Theories of social justice articulate benefits that are owed to people, whether material (such as just wages or access 
to housing), or social, political, and psychological (such as freedom from interference in one's personal life, 
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recognition and acceptance of difference, or participation in political deliberation). Psychotherapy claims to provide 
benefits, but different psychotherapies have contrasting conceptions of what constitutes a genuine benefit or 
contributes to human flourishing. One way to think about different therapeutic orientations is that they are not 
simply alternative means to the same end, but present alternative views regarding what aims are worth pursuing with 
our patients. As such, they propose alternative ethics. Disagreement about the relative importance of different 
benefits complicate efforts to assess and compare therapies in terms of efficacy. Can disputes about what we owe 
our patients be resolved simply by determining which therapies more effectively bring about one set of benefits, 
when other benefits are also on offer, some of which may be rendered invisible by a focus on efficacy? As 
reasonable as it is to require treatments to be empirically established as efficacious, this may entail the promotion of 
one picture of human flourishing while silencing alternatives. Brief comparison of cognitive therapy and 
psychoanalytic therapy will be used to illustrate these issues.  
 
Title: Attuning Psychology to Contingent Knowledge From a Post-Critical Perspective 
Collin D. Barnes 
Hillsdale College 
cbarnes@hillsdale.edu 
 
This presentation proceeds in three stages. The first attempts to identify the consequences of “cultivat[ing] a 
psychology that is more attuned to [its] historical, social and cultural contingencies.” Because the move implicates 
scientific practice itself as culturally relative, it is unclear that the results would be unequivocally encouraging or 
conducive to the discipline’s health. The ensuing sections, as the bulk of the paper, therefore pursue a middle way 
by appeal to Michael Polanyi’s post-critical epistemology, which suggests 1) that the situated nature of knowledge is 
not a deficiency to decry but to accept without shame as the conditions of one’s calling, and 2) that apprenticeships 
led by teachers committed to their own callings offer promising paths for preparing aspiring psychologists to grant 
with maturity the thoroughly bounded nature of their knowledge. The road to attunement recommended by 
Polanyi, then, is fundamentally educational in nature: when teachers responsibly acknowledge the commitments of 
faith suffusing their work and that of their profession with humility, but not self-doubt, it is possible to equip 
students with the ingredients of balanced reflection. This balance inspires them to move forward conscientiously 
without either despairing of scientific knowledge entirely or abusing it with the debilitating belief that reality is theirs 
for the making. Given the highly specialized and positivistic orientation of many professional psychology programs, 
it is possible that in practice such attunement may best unfold at undergraduate institutions with the freedom to 
create curriculums capable of raising a generation of students party to these vital matters. 
  

3:15 PM to 4:45 PM 

 
Centennial Ballroom, Paper Session #9 

Reconceiving Mental Illness 
 
Title: Moving Global Mental Health "Outside Our Heads" 
Justin Karter 
UMass Boston 
jkarter22@gmail.com 
 
There has been increased attention to the “global disease burden of mental illness,” as part of the Global Mental 
Health Movement (GMH). For example, in 2016 the World Health Organization (WHO) initiated a campaign to 
address the under-diagnosis and undertreatment of depression in developing countries, targeting the Global South 
in their “scale up” efforts with the additional promise of economic benefits. However, the disease burden 
framework reifies Western descriptions of mental disorders and diverts attention away from the political and social 
factors that contribute to emotional suffering. This framework also reinforces the medicalization of distress and 
poverty, perpetuates a neocolonial approach, and undermines our ability to address how multiple social relations 
(e.g., of race, class, gender) impact in disparate ways on people’s mental health. This study explores the experiences 
of self-defined mental health service-user/survivor activists in the Global South with the dual aim of documenting 
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the perceived injustices of the current global mental health approach and providing insight into how these 
approaches might be shifted toward a rights-based social justice approach.  
  
Title: Madness and Subjectivity: Insanity and the Subject in Modern West and Rural India 
Ayurdhi Dhar 
University of West Georgia 
adhar@westga.edu 
 
This paper is an empirico-theoretical endeavor with diverse interests. It begins with the theoretical investigation of a 
dissonance which emerges from schizophrenia’s resilience as a clinical entity, despite constant critique undermining 
its validity. I posit that schizophrenia is a historical and epistemic emergence, and that the schizophrenic subject is 
an exaggerated personification of the fractures in modern man’s relation to modern Western knowledge as 
theorized by Foucault (1994) in The Order of Things. It relies on Louis Sass’s (1994) exceptional work Madness and 
Modernism to make some of these assertions. The project then uses a Foucauldian archaeological method to 
analyze empirical findings in rural North India and inspects the implicit discourses underlying meaning-creation 
around psychosis. The exposed discrepancies reveal that cultural differences in understanding and experiencing 
madness are not only restricted to social contexts and individual experiences; instead, there are structural 
discrepancies in the forms of subjectivities constituted by different styles of thought. I theorize about the unique 
structure of the rural Indian subject and how his “slipperiness” inoculates him against a schizophrenic end. This 
exposition in turn problematizes the unthinking importation of psychiatric intervention via the Global Mental 
Health Movement. It should be noted that this paper does not aim to blindly glorify the indigenous and demonize 
the global, but instead illuminates important inconsistencies in order to avoid academic and scientific imperialism. 
(This paper is based on my doctoral dissertation and is currently in the works to be published as a book for 
Routledge series “Concepts for Critical Psychology.”) 
 
Title: Three Dangers: Phenomenological Reflections on Objectification and the Psychotherapy of  
Psychosis         
Louis Sass 
Dept of Clinical Psychology, GSAPP--Rutgers University 
lsass@rutgers.edu 
 
The present paper offers a hermeneutic-phenomenological perspective on three dangers relevant to the 
psychotherapy of an underserved and often poorly understood population: namely, persons with schizophrenia and 
related psychotic conditions.  These dangers have often encouraged objectifying practices and stigmatizing attitudes 
toward the mentally ill.  They are: 1, that of neglecting the ontological horizon or overall framework-dimension of 
altered experience in favor of a preoccupation with more obvious, content elements of experience (e.g., by focusing 
overly much on specific delusional beliefs and their apparent falsehood, rather than on how delusions may be 
experienced and how literally they may, or may not, be taken);  2, the danger of overemphasizing the relevance and 
need for direct interpersonal interaction at the expense of appreciating issues concerning the implicit, intersubjective 
sense of sharing (or not sharing) perspectives with other persons; and finally  3, the error of being overconfident of 
one’s ability to grasp the patient’s subjectivity.   The discussion offered relies on analyses offered by Heidegger (on 
the “forgetting of the ontological difference”), Husserl (on the nature and importance of intersubjectivity), and 
Levinas (on appreciating the “infinitude” of human experience, in contrast with adopting a “totalizing” attitude). 
The paper explores how phenomenology’s general perspective may offer a helpful alternative or supplement to 
some widespread attitudes and practices that are deeply embedded in our historical practices and cultural 
assumptions—assumptions that often prevent mental-health professionals from according adequate recognition and 
respect to patients with major mental illness.           
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Title: What Can Network Theory Tell Us About Pathology in the Internet Era? 
Tim Beck & Emaline Friedman 
University of West Georgia 
timothybeck25@gmail.com 
 
In Western societies, mental disorders have conventionally been construed as individual psychopathologies, with 
interventions targeting the brains and/or behaviors of those seeking treatment. Recently, however, network theories 
and programs of computational modeling have been proposed as tools that can address problems identified across 
the two most popular diagnostic manuals, the DSM and the ICD. In this paper, we situate the use of these tools 
within a brief history of cybernetics and systems theories, starting with Freud’s topology of the psyche. Though not 
always explicitly acknowledged, the systems-orientated approach of Freud played a significant role in the emergence 
of cybernetics, which in turn continues to shape theories and institutions in clinical psychology. Using the categories 
of autism-spectrum disorder and internet addiction as case studies, we build upon this history to propose a concept 
of psychosocial diagnosis tied to networks of social and/or professional value. Here, instances of mental disorder 
can be understood broadly as expressions of relations between actors that transgress previously defined social 
conventions. Framing these categories in this way helps define a lens through which diagnoses can form networks 
of solidarity that extend mental health practices, and their bent toward social justice, beyond the clinic. 
  

The Parthenon, Paper Session #10 
Critical Psychology in Higher Education and Scholarship 

 
Title: The Recent “Conservative Neoliberal” Turn and the Future of the Discipline of Psychology in Turkey 
Bilal Afsin 
York University  
bafsin@yorku.ca 
 
After the Justice and Development Party (AKP) came to power in 2002 in Turkey, they aimed to disseminate higher 
education throughout the country. While there were only 14 psychology departments in 2002, there are now 71. 
More than fifty departments have been inaugurated in the last 15 years, and the total psychology student intake has 
increased from roughly 600 to 6000 per year (http://www.enginarik.com/). The state policy of “a university in 
every city” and increasing neoliberal transformation have led to this enormous growth in higher education. 
Psychology has become one of the most popular majors in Turkey, and it has been argued that the discipline is 
being transformed by the politics of the current government. This is not the first time, however. The academy in 
Turkey has always been transformed in the direction of the politics of the day. For example, the secular turn after 
the collapse of the Ottoman Empire produced a strict positivist human science. Accordingly, Psychology in Turkey 
was shaped by the politics of modernizing elites. With the AKP government, however, discourses of “going back to 
traditional values” and “being native and national” have revived in the last fifteen years. I argue that this latest 
political transformation, on the one hand, prompts an Islamic view of psychology as well as a neoliberal popular 
psychology, and on the other hand has led opponents of the dominant political discourse to embrace a critical 
psychology focused on social justice. The content and theoretical foundations of these diverse psychologies are 
presented, with the future of democracy in Turkey determining whether they are to coexist or not.   
 
Title: Fanon as Psychologist 
Derek Hook 
Duquesne University 
hookd@duq.edu 
 
The work of Frantz Fanon supplies perhaps the most direct - and perhaps also the most challenging - historical 
mediator between psychology and the pursuit of social justice, certainly so against the backdrop of large-scale social 
oppression. That being said, the engagement of Fanon's work from within psychology lags behind the multiple 
contributions that philosophers, literary theorists and critical race theorists have made of Fanon's work. 
Overviewing some of the most recent trends in Fanon scholarship - texts investigating Fanon and psychiatry, Fanon 
and the child, Fanon and phenomenology - this paper reconsiders Fanon's challenge to how we should rethink 
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psychology, and identifies a series of critical imperatives regarding how a distinctly “Fanonian” form of psychology 
may address issues of social justice today.  
 
Title: Do We Really Mean It? Our Commitment to Social Justice From Inside the Institution 
Emese Ilyes 
The Graduate Center, City University of New York 
emese.ilyes@alumni.reed.edu 
 
This interactive presentation will consider the tensions of social justice advocacy from within the context of 
institutions. It is the obligation of institutions, particularly those receiving public funds, to create space for 
silent/silenced lives, to create a platform for marginalized voices. By sketching two case studies, one of the 
constructs of intellectual disability in psychology, and the other of student engagement and activism within higher 
education, I will hope to generate more questions than provide answers. These questions will probe at concerns, 
such as whether it is ever possible to invite social transformation from within white supremacist, capitalistic 
systems. But these questions will also help us imagine radical possibilities about radical solidarities to argue that 
psychology can and should help craft new concepts of self that expand our understanding of humanity. As 
psychologists, in order to commit to social justice, we have to unpack basic assumptions, basic concepts, and topple 
our citation heroes. Finally, I hope that we can hold up a mirror to our division and evaluate what social justice 
means for us, what social justice looks like for us, what social justice sounds like for us, and what social justice feels 
like for us.  
  
Title: Decolonizing Mothering 
Akanksha Adya 
University of West Georgia 
aadya1@my.westga.edu 
 
In this paper, I engage with the representations of mothering in hegemonic psychology scholarship - namely the 
good mother and bad mother. Even though pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, and bonds with children are 
significant developmental experiences for women, these lived realities often function to objectify and essentialize 
“mothering” when represented within the discipline’s masculine, universalizing and imperialist knowledge 
(re)production. These accounts lack richness, materiality, and diversity that often accompanies mothering, and echo 
the norms of a Euro-American (developmental) psychology. To call attention to the colonizing effects of 
psychology and denaturalize mothering, I turn to Mahasweta Devi’s Breast-Giver, a compelling account of Jashoda, 
the female protagonist in this story who is an upper-caste woman living in extreme poverty, and her unusual 
selection of “motherhood as a profession.” From a decolonial feminist standpoint, I privilege Jashoda’s maternal 
body to show that mothering is an embodied relationality shaped by intersectional systems of power and oppression 
in post-independence Indian society. I argue that for a more socially just psychology; we need to foreground 
different developmental accounts of mothering attuned to sociocultural and historical meanings.  
  

BLOCK 6: 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM Keynote Session (Chair, Mary Beth Morrissey) 
Centennial Ballroom 
 
Bruce Jennings*  Relational Practices and Social Justice: Interpretive Phenomenologies 

of Solidarity, Care, and Civic Identity 
 

*Recipient of Inaugural Presidential Citation 

 
Mary Watkins* Repositioning and Reorienting Euro-American Psychologies: Seeing 

from “the South” 
 

*Recipient of Award for Distinguished Theoretical and Philosophical Contributions to Psychology  

mailto:emese.ilyes@alumni.reed.edu
mailto:aadya1@my.westga.edu
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Conferral of Awards (Mary Beth Morrissey) 

 

 
 

BLOCK 7: 7:00 PM TO 9:00 PM Dinner Reception at Hotel 
Location TBD  
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SUNDAY, MARCH 3, 2019 
 

 
8:45 AM – 10:00 AM    
 

Centennial Ballroom, Symposium #7 
Teaching As Activism 

 
Brady Wiggins and Joseph Ostenson 
Brigham Young University-Idaho, University of Tennessee at Martin, 
wigginsb@byui.edu 
 
Teaching is one of the ways in which we socialize a new generation, and so is by no means a neutral act. Indeed, as 
William Ayers (1993) has said, teaching “is a living act, and involves preference and value, obligation and choice, 
trust and care, commitment and justification” (p. 20). The socializing that we facilitate as teachers plays an 
important role in whether society is reproduced or challenged and changed; thus, our teaching can become a form 
of activism, whether we intend it to or not. 
   
In this panel, a series of participants will share five-minute perspectives on the role activism plays in the content of 
our discipline, in the psychology classroom, and in our teaching. Panelists will raise, and in some cases attempt to 
answer, questions pertaining to whether we as teachers ought to focus efforts on activism; whether we can avoid it; 
and perhaps most importantly, how our teaching actively cuts into the lives of our students. 
 
Title: Learning, Identity, and Activism in the Moral Space of Classroom Teaching 
Stephen Yanchar 
Brigham Young University 
 
The issue of activism in the classroom presupposes deeper notions of learner identity and becoming that I will 
clarify before briefly describing some of the ways in which activism shows up in the college classroom. I will then 
suggest that such activism discloses classrooms as moral ecologies of educational involvement, and by extension, 
that activism is inextricable from a broader notion of the good education (implicitly or explicitly). Awareness of this 
educational reality should inform how college teachers create learning experiences. 
 
Title: Activism in the Classroom and the Relational Nature of Survival Within Inhospitable Institutions 
Emese Ilyes 
Graduate Center, City University of New York 
 
This presentation is a reflection on data collected through a large-scale study conducted by six public universities on 
the impact of student engagement on educational outcomes. Inspired by the data, I argue that political awareness 
and activism is - in part - a path toward finding others who can validate our experiences. This relational activism 
within academia creates lifelines for survival for immigrants, students of color, LGBTQIA students, and others on 
the margins. But this activism must be met with institutional accountability in order to encourage institutional 
response and meaningful transformation.  
 
Title: Pedagogy and Political Economy 
Michael Arfken 
University of Prince Edward Island 
 
While debates on the relationship between education and social justice often focus on specific topics and issues 
covered within the curriculum, relatively little work addresses the role that educational structures and practices play 
in the production and reproduction of a wage labor economy. In this brief presentation, I would like to explore the 
extent to which this oversight intersects with a range of issues that are central to modern social justice movements. 

mailto:wigginsb@byui.edu
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When is Good Teaching Enough? 
Karyna Pryiomka 
Graduate Center, City University of New York 
  
Some might argue that good teaching is inherently activist. Good pedagogical strategies challenge students to think 
critically, find creative solutions to real-world problems, and re-imagine the world. However, such practices are not 
evenly distributed in educational contexts across the socioeconomic spectrum. As documented by scholars such as 
Jean Anyon (1980), hidden curriculum socializes students of different social classes to think of the world and their 
place in it differently. The good pedagogical strategies often practiced in elite schools are not commonly called 
activist, yet they provide their students with important skills that allow them to actively engage with the world. The 
same practices are more likely to be referred to as activist when practiced in educational settings that serve 
historically underprivileged students. Such rhetorical distinction, however, may further perpetuate the social and 
rhetorical divide between various groups of students. In this talk, I would argue that, more often than not, we 
should abandon the emphasis on activism and focus on good teaching instead.  
 
Title: The Moral Predicament of an Activist Theoretical and Philosophical Psychologist 
Jeff Sugarman 
Simon Fraser University 
 
Students are beset with anxieties about how to make their way in this competitive, perpetually accelerating, 
hyperstimulating, technology obsessed, and bewildering neoliberal world. In the absence of sure beacons by which 
they might orient and guide themselves, they suffer a deep sense of disquiet and confusion about where they ought 
to be heading and how to get there. The critical theoretical, philosophical, and historical ideas they learn in my 
classes may provide a compelling account of what they are as persons. However, in the final analysis, my teachings 
may not help them succeed in the contemporary world or live happier lives. In fact, what they learn may make their 
lives more difficult and troubling. We live with competing interests. What are the consequences of my teaching? Are 
they emancipatory? I don’t honestly know. Perhaps you do. 
 
Title: Is Teaching Critical Psychology Subversive or Irresponsible?  
Thomas Teo 
York University 
  
When discussing critical content, I am struggling with John Stuart Mill’s famous quote that it is “better to be 
Socrates dissatisfied than a fool satisfied.” When teaching critical psychology and identifying some of the 
ontological, epistemological, and ethical shortcomings of the mainstream, many students become disillusioned with 
traditional psychology. Is it really better to subvert existing approaches, which leaves students asking more 
questions, challenging the status quo, and critiquing some of the new myths that the discipline has produced (in 
short, they are disappointed); or is it better to let students happily participate in processes of psychologization, 
individualization, and in assuming that they are real scientists of nature the way physicists are? Did Socrates not 
decide (or was he not forced) to commit suicide to save his integrity and not buy into foolishness? Is this what we 
want from our students? Does being wise have a higher value than being happy, and why? 
 
Title: A Humanistic-Existential Approach Toward Inspiring Activism 
Michelle M. Merwin 
University of Tennessee at Martin 
 
In this presentation, I will discuss how I approach activism indirectly using the Humanistic-Existential perspective. 
In our studies, I encourage students to develop qualities of consciousness, freedom, responsibility, courage, vitality, 
and discernment of personal values. In this way, my goal is to help students develop an internal form of self-
activism, that ideally will later translate into and express itself as external activism. I will describe certain topics and 
practices that I use to accomplish this. 
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Title: Activating Students' Ethical Sensitivity in the Psychology Classroom 
Jeff Reber 
University of West Georgia 
 
Using an example from my own teaching, I will demonstrate one way in which psychology instructors can help 
students understand that ethics is an ever-present question that inheres in every psychological theory and practice, 
as well as in any professional, personal, or activist activity in which students engage.  My goal as a teacher is to help 
the students understand that living an ethical life is not achieved by pretending to answer or resolve the question of 
ethics, but by keeping its inevitable and inescapable tension always front and center in all that they do. 
 

The Parthenon, Symposium #8: 
Is All Masculinity Toxic Masculinity? Re-examining the Rigid Lines of Gender Identity  

 
Gary Senecal 
College of the Holy Cross 
gsenecal2@gmail.com 
 
Our intention in this symposium is to push the narrative surrounding gender toward a discussion that considers the 
fluidity of gender categories today within the context of post-Kavanaugh dialogues. In other words, we intend to 
investigate the whole bastion of masculinity – and gender - more broadly than simply limiting ourselves to the 
examination of toxic masculinity. To do so, we will draw on theory and literature from feminist critiques of gender 
and push toward a comprehension of gender that accounts for androgynous expressions of gender and identity. 
Finally, we intend to interrogate what the term "feminine" exposes, as well as further examining nuanced examples 
and expressions of androgyny. To do so, we will move beyond critical theory and present an auto-ethnographic 
analysis of gender, engaging in self-reflection around our own personal expressions of gender and androgyny. For 
this presentation, our intention is to engage these questions and all dialogue connected to questions of masculinity, 
femininity, and androgyny in a symposium format.  
 
Title: Reimagining Gender: The Social Construction of Knowledge of Marginalized Identities and the Call 
for Activist Scholarship   
Mary Beth Morrissey 
Fordham University 
mamorrissey@fordham.edu 
 
The framing of gender today across once rigid lines of masculinity and femininity calls for deep reflection and 
robust dialogue about social construction of knowledge of gender identity, as well as shared social and cultural 
practices and shifts to more fluid gender roles and identities. Such critically important dialogue invites reflexivity 
about how knowledge of gender identity has been shaped by our own personal experience and ethnographic 
observations of social and cultural practices of gender in the larger communities in which we are embedded. 
Engagement in diverse forms of reflective practice may serve to re-vitalize our sociological imaginations and help to 
foster a letting go of historically fixed categories of identity with which we have gained comfort, and at the same 
time help to raise awareness of our own participation in the process of making meaning about gender identity.  The 
author will describe and celebrate her life journey’s encounter with a range of gender identities and roles across the 
generations, and how such lived experience has influenced her attitudes toward activist scholarship on behalf of 
persons who identify as LGBTQ or marginalized or attach to no particular gender identity. Implications for 
psychology in exploring and addressing questions about marginalized identities more generally across all categories 
including age, race, ethnicity and national origin, as well as the power structures that contribute to the experience of 
marginalization and discrimination, will be discussed. 
 
  

mailto:mamorrissey@fordham.edu
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Title: Chasing/Chased: Toxic Masculinity and Sex in the Gray Area 
MaryCatherine McDonald 
Old Dominion University 
mcymcdonald@gmail.com 
 
In Discipline and Punish (as well as in much of the rest of his work) Foucault traces the historical arc of 
institutional power and explains how disciplinary practices form docile bodies. These docile, self-policing bodies are 
imprisoned by power structures that are inherited and often go unnoticed. In other words, critical parts of our 
identities are given over to disciplinary systems that we are unaware of. Feminist thinkers have imported his 
methodology to make more clear distinctions between sexism and oppression, empowerment and objectification, 
and so on. Recent cultural events have brought out the ways in which gendered disciplinary practices shape our 
sexual lives. Conceptions of masculinity and femininity underlie our sexual social mores and contribute to toxic 
sexual encounters. While we are quick to point out problematic behavior, and to publicly shame those who are 
engaged in it (on both sides), we have failed to examine how systems of power create power dynamics that make 
these problematic encounters not only possible, but likely. In this paper, I will consider the way in which the 
chasing/chased dynamic (i.e., it is masculine to chase, feminine to be chased) is the foundational backdrop for 
heterosexual sex. I point this out not to reassign blame in problematic sexual encounters, but to refocus our 
consideration of these encounters onto the power dynamics that make them possible.  
 
Title: "Be a Gentleman" - Examining a Novel Foundation for Male Identity 
Gary Senecal 
College of the Holy Cross 
gsenecal2@gmail.com 
 
Upon witnessing the testimony of Brett Kavanaugh on September 27, 2018, many on the political left responded 
with a critique of Kavanaugh’s demeanor, coining his tone, approach, and sense of entitlement as an exemplar of 
toxic masculinity. Brett Kavanaugh’s testimony and the subsequent political debate that has followed raises 
important questions for theoretical and philosophical psychology: 
 
1. If Kavanaugh’s defense was uniquely masculine, what was masculine about it? What separates a traditionally 
masculine demeanor of defensiveness from a traditionally feminine demeanor of defensiveness?  
2. Does the inherent aggressiveness in his defense open a larger space for the justification of aggressive norms in 
our interpersonal dialogues? 
3. Is there any real difference between traditional masculinity and toxic masculinity? In other words, is all 
masculinity just a manifestation of toxic masculinity? 
4. If there is a difference between masculinity and toxic masculinity, then what constitutes this non-toxic 
masculinity? What are examples of masculinity that do not invoke toxic interpersonal engagement? 
5. How can we adequately envision an expression of gender that begins to transcend these traditional categories 
and provide a more fluid and androgynous expression of identity? 
 
Finally, I will examine the APA's new 2018 guidelines for raising boys. A critical examination of these guidelines will 
be broached with the intention of opening a dialogue over whether or not such rigid gender stereotypes are 
appropriate in raising children. 
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10:15 AM to 12:00 PM Book Panel, Centennial Ballroom  
 
Gary Brill 
Rutgers University 
gbrill@rutgers.edu 
 
Panelists:  Books: 
 
Mary Watkins Mutual Accompaniment and the Creation of the Commons 
  
Edward Kroger Theory of Emotional Warfare 

 
MaryBeth Morrissey,  
Melissa Lang & Barney Newman                        A Public Health Strategy for Living, Aging, and Dying in Solidarity: 

Designing Elder-Centered and Palliative Systems of Care, 
Environments, Services and Supports 

 
Lisa Osbeck Values in Psychological Science: Re-imagining Epistemic Priorities at 

a New Frontier 
 

Louis Sass Madness and Modernism, Revised Edition 
 

Wynn Schwartz Descriptive Psychology and the Person Concept: Essential Attributes 
of Persons and Behavior 
 

Eric Severson & David Goodman Memories and Monsters: Psychology, Trauma and Narrative 
 
Kate Slaney Validating Psychological Constructs: Historical, Philosophical, and 

Practical Dimensions 
 

Thomas Teo Outline of Theoretical Psychology: Critical Investigations 
 
 

12:00 PM Closing Remarks, Centennial Ballroom 

 

mailto:gbrill@rutgers.edu
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